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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to provide technical guidelines for NRC staff
use in the development of positions for evaluating emergency diesel
generator (EDG) reliability programs. Such reviews will likely result

' '

following resolution of USI A 44 and GSI B 56. The diesel generator ,

reliability program is a management system for achieving and maintaining a '

seler,ted (or target) level of reliability. This can be achieved by: (1)
understanding the factors that control the EDG reliability and (2) then
applying reliability and maintenance techniques in the proper proportion to
achieve selected performance goals. The concepts and guidelines discussed

,
' in this report are concepts and approaches that have been successful in

applications where high levels of reliability must be maintained.

Both an EDG reliability program process and a set of review items for NRC
use are provided. The review items represent a checklist for reviewing EDG
reliability programs. They do not, in themselves, constitute a reliability
program. Rather, the review items are those distinctive features of a
reliability program that must be present for the program to be effective.
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! FOREWORD
1

E!LEPARED BY THE NRC STAFF

This report provides insights into the principal elements of an emergency
,

i diesel generator (EOG) reliability program which have been derived from
| applications where high levels of reliability must be achieved and
l . maintained. This report was prepared by Science Applications International

Corporation for use by NRC staff in connection with the resolution of
Generic Safety Issue B-56, "Diesel Reliability". This report therefore

1

| provides technical guidelines to NRC st.aff for use in evaluating emergency
diesel reliability programs that may have to be reviewed in the future. It

should be clearly noted that the findings and recommendations provided in
this report are those of the contractor and contributing authors and do not
constitute regulatory positinns or requirementc. ,
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report was prepared to support the resolution of Generic Safety Issue
B-56, "Diesel Reliability." B-56 is a generic safety issue (GSI) related to
the Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-44, "Station Blackout." The resolution
of USI A-44 establishes a need for an emergency diesel generator (EDG)
reliability program that has the capability to achieve and maintain EDG
reliability levels in the range of 0.95, or better. Regulatory Guide 1.155,
"Station Blackout," provides guidance for assessing EDG reliability levels-
and implementing a reliability program to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, Section 50.63, "Lose of All Alternating Current Power." This
report describes an EDG reliability program that is consistent with guidance
in Regulatory Guide 1.155.

1.1 Purpose of Document

The purpose of this report is to develop the major elements of an EDG relia-
or better.bility program and to maintain EDG reliability levels at 0.95,

Therefore, a reliability program becomes a structured approach to integrate
concepts and approaches that have been shown successful in applications
where high levels of reliability must be maintained. This can be achieved
by: (1) understanding the factors that lead to EDG failures, (2) applying
reliability monitoring and maintenance techniques in proper proportion to
achieve reliability targets, and (3) providing a structured approach for
closing out problems encountered and for their avoidance in the future.

1.2 EDG Mission

The primary mission of EDGs at nuclear power plants is to provide highly
reliable ac power to safety-related systems in the event offsite ac power
sources are not available. To accomplish this, EDGs (normally in the stand-
by mode) must start and carry electrical loads within a specified period of
time, depending on the accident or event, and continue to provide ac power
until offsite power is restored.

|

|
1.3 Diesel Generator Reliability Taraet

The minimum EDG reliability levnl should be targeted at 0.95 per demand for
each EDG for plants in emergency ac (EAC) Groups A, B, and C, and at 0.975

| per demand for each EDG for plants in EAC Group 0, as defined in Regulatory
| Guide 1.155 (Ref. 1). These reliability levels should be considered minimu.a
! target reliabilities and each plant should have an EDG reliability program
| containing the principal elements, or their equivalent, as outlined in

| Section 1.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.155. The principal elements of an EOG
reliability program should be consistent with guidance provided in
Regulatory Guide 1.155.

|
|

1-1
1
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1.4 EDG Reliability Procram Overview

A diesel generator reliability program is a management system for managing
diesel generator reliability. The rules and procedures that flow frcm the
management system are all based on a consistent philosophy, which states
that a specified reliability target can be achieved by understanding the
factors that drive a diesel generator's reliability, and then applying
reliability and engineering techniques in suf ficient depth to ensure that
the target is reached.

Table 1-1 provides an overview of the review items of an EDG reliability
program that are consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.155. Items A through H
represent program elements that should be developed in the preparation of an
EDG reliability program. These items represent the necessary considerations
in the development of a reliability program designed to sustain the relia-
bility levels needed for EDGs at nuclear power plants.

Therefore, these items provide a checklist for assessing EDG reliability
programs. However, these items, in themselves, do not constitute areliability program process. The reliability program process that is
developed in Section 2 of this report and detailed in the appendices can be
used in assessments of reliability programs. Further, this report is not
intended to establish unconditional and specific requirements. Rather, this
report provides a reliability program approach consistent with current
experience and findings frem other reliability program applications where
sustaining a high level of reliability is essential.

Section 2 also presents the relationships between these items (referred to
as review items) and the logic of a reliability program process. Section 3

| provides summary definitions of each of the review items. Appendices A
| through H, corresponding to the items identified in Table 1-1, provide
| further insights into considerations, examples, and guidance for development
| of such elements. Appendix I was included for identification of EDG failure

modes encountered for EDG subsystems and for the various manufacturers.
This appendix can be used as a supplemental aid in developing an EDG
reliability program. However, Appendix I is not to be used to draw broad
conclusions. The variability of failures, underlying causes, and historici

trends cannot be properly extracted from Appendix I without reviewing the
reported details for each event (which in many instances was sparse or
lacking).

|

1-2
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TABLE 1-1

DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY PROGRAM REVIEW ITEMS

A. EDG Reliability Target

Ensure that the reliability target for the diesel generator has been
established and that calculational measures have been defined that can be
evaluated and compared to the target.

B. EDG Surveillance Needs

Ensure that the diesel generator equipment boundary has been defined and
that the diesel generator reliability program has specified a task for
analyzing the surveillance needs of this equipment

C. EDG Performance Monitoring

Ensure that the reliability program specifies a task to monitor diesel
generator performance, using both statistical trending and engineering data,
to spot dearadations in performance.

D. EDG Maintenance Program

Ensure that the diesel generator maintenance program has a reliability focus
that includes preventive maintenance, prioritization of maintenance actions
and spare parts considerations.

E. EDG Failure Analysis and Root Cause Investigation

Ensure that there is a task to systematically reduce identified diesel
generator problems to correctable causes.

F. Problem Closeout

Ensure that the diesel genet ator reliability program requires a formal
problem closeout procedure and that this procedure involves both (1)
establishing criteria for problem closeout when a reliability problem is
detected, and (2) providing for any special monitoring activity to ensure
that the criteria have been satisfied by the corrective action.

G. Data System

Ensure that a data gathering, storage, and retrieval system with sufficient
capabilities to support all features of the reliability program is in place
or will be implemented as part of the diesel generator reliability program.

H. Responsibilities and Management Controls

Ensure that there are clear line responsitiilities and management controls in
,

place that identify responsible individuals for implementing and operating
the diesel generator reliability program, and ensure that these individuals
are qualified to perform the functions for which they are responsible.

1-3
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2. DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY PROGRAM TEMPLATE

The important elements necessary for successful operation of a diesel
generator reliability program are depicted in Figure 2-1, although these
elements could be combined in ways alternative to Figure 2-1. However, the
reliability program should be a closed loop process with the following
characteristics:

e A structured approached to oroblem detection. A direct
means of problem detection is monitoring EDG performance and
comparing it to a reliability target. Other important prob-
lem detection means come from diesel generator condition
monitoring and reliability engineering (e.g., performance
monitoring, operating experience) techniques.

e A means for oroblem orioritization and correction. The
prioritization should take into account problem severity and
impact on EDG reliability; the problem correction should
take into account the priority and include, when appro-
priate, failure and root cause analysis,

o A formal oroblem closeout. The corrective action should be
verified and the problem closed out by monitoring the EDG in
order to ensure that the problem has been effectively
corrected.

A brief discussion of each of the essential elements (as identified in
Figure 2-1) of a diesel generator reliability program and how they relate to
the review items identified in Section 1 is provided next. Section 3
follows with a detailed discussion of each review item. Reference 2
provides a more detailed discussion of the reliability program process.

Monitor Diesel Generator Reliability Performance

This element encompasses both diesel reliability monitoring and
condition monitoring that are required by Review Item C (EDG
Performance Monitoring). Reliability monitoring refers to the
direct tracking of diesel generator failure frequency and down-
time and to tracking of characteristics that are related to
failure frequency and downtime such as severity and cause of

| failure. Condition monitoring refers to tracking predictive
| conditions that are associated with diesel generator failure
! modes, e.g., moisture in the air start system or excessive vibra-
| tion, temperature, or pressure.
!

Performance monitoring is accomplished by using information
obtained from diesel generator surveillance. For the purpose of'

this document, "surveillance" refers to any purposeful act to
obtain information concerning the operational readiness of, or
deterioration of, the diesel generators. It includes demand
testing, partial demand testing, walkaround and visual

i

inspection, teardown inspection, and condition monitoring. The'

|
| 2-1
|

|
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determination of appropriate surveillance needs is addressed by'

Review Item B (EDG Surveillance Needs).

Comoare DieseLGenerator Performance to Tarcets

This element provides for the periodic assessment of diesel
generator performance by comparing the actual performance, as
estimated in the first element described above, to alert levels
related to the diesel generator reliability target. Included in
this element is comparison of observed degraded or incipient
conditions to alert levels for these conditions. The alert
levels should be set to ensure reliability. levels of Regul atory
Guide 1.155. They need to be quantitatively related directly to
the diesel generator reliability target but should be consistent
with this target level. Alert levels for NRC use and suggested
actions are addressed in Review Item A (EDG Reliability Targets).

Evaluate Diesel Generator Reliability Related to Desian and
Operation

This element consists of the evaluation of the design and opera-
tion of the diesel generator to determine if conditions exist
that may result in unreliable operation or deterioration of the
diesel generator. This element could uncover potenti al relia-
bility concerns before they manifest themselves in deterioration
of the diesel generators. Specific reliability techniques for
accomplishing this element include design review to identify

failure modes using techniques such as failure modes and effects
analysis (FMEA) or fault trees, analysis of data collected
through performance monitoring such as condition monitoring data,
and analysis of other data sources such as maintenance records,
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) reports, licensee
events reports (LERs), inservice inspection testing results, etc.
The major thrust of this element is the evaluation of EDG

design and operations in order to (1) identify design
problems so they can be corrected and (2) identify specific
surveillance issues (Review Item B) related to design (e.g.,

J
common cause, system interaction). The work in this element also

|
drives aspects of Review Item C (Performance Monitoring).

I

l

Assess the Priority of Diesel Generator Investications and
Corrective Actions

This element provides for prioritizing maintenance actions on
repair of noncatastrophic diesel generator failures and condi-
tions (catastrophic diesel generator failures must be repaired
when they are detected). The prioritization must account for the
mean time to catastrophic failure given the observed condition,
the outage time required for repair, and collateral damage that
could result if the observed condition progressed to a catastro-
phic diesel generator failure. This prioritization creates a

2-3
|
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reliability center to the maintenance actions addressed by Review
Item D (EDG Maintenance Program).

Diesel Generator Failure and Root Cause Analysis

This element provides for a failure investigation that can
ultimately lead to a root cause analysis of diesel generator
reliability problems, including assessment of when to apply root
cause investigations. Root cause of failure or maintenance un-
availability for diesel generator components can usually be
attributed to one of the following broad areas:

Design, manufacturing / construction inadequacye

Operating procedures inadequacye

Maintenance activities (scheduled, forced)e
e Environmental stress.

Determination of appropriate corrective actions can only be
accomplished when the problem root cause has been identified.

Determine Corrective Action: Implement Corrective Action

These two diesel generator reliability program elements are
largely engineering-related activities needed to complete the
reliability program process. They are currently performed at allpiants.

Verify Diesel Generator Corrective Action Effectivenesi

This element must show that the corrective action implemented was
effective in correcting the diesel generator reliability problem.
Two steps are necessary. First, identify criteria that would be
satisfied if the corrective action is to be counted as a success.This is done before the decision regarding corrective action
effectiveness is made. Second, monitor the diesel generator
performance to ensure that the actual performance meets the
criteria. This element corresponds to Review Item F (Problem
Closeout).

Implicit in the EDG reliability program depicted by Figure 2-1 are elements;

that n,ust be present to support the process. These supporting elements
include (1) the existence of an EDG data base and data management system
(Review Item G, "Data System") and (2) assignment of responsibilities and;
existence of management controls to ensure that the reliability program

| process is adequately managad (Review Item H, "Responsibilities and
Management Controls").

2-4
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3. REVIEW ITEMS DISCUSSION

The review items summarize the features that should be present for a
successful diesel generator reliability program, that is, one that will
provide assurance that the diesel generator reliability target will continue
to be met over the plant lifetime. The review items were listed in Table 1-
1. A brief discussion of each of the review items is presented in the
following subsections.

3.1 Review Item A: EDG Reliability Tarcet

The reliability target for individual diesel generators has been estab-
lished, as prt of the resolution of USI A-44, to be 0.95 or 0.975, depend-
ing on the plant-specific emergency ac power system (see Ref. 1). This
target reliability is to be interpreted in the following way:

o The target is to be interpreted as an average value over a
specified base-time or number of demands,

o The number of demands are to include actual demands for the
diesel generator systems' function and demand tests of the
system that involve an attempted start and run,

o Both failures to start and failures to run are to be
included in the calculation of diesel generator
reliability.

o Diesel generator failures that are recovered with a success-
ful start and load within 5 minutes are not to be counted
as failures.

Appendix A presents a more detailed discussion of the diesel generator
reliability target and how that target is to be estimated. Appendix A al so
contains an EDG failure evaluation criterion for judging the acceptability
of EDG failure histories.

3.2 Review Item B: EDG Surveillance Needs

Surveillance is defined to include all failure detection and in-plant relia-
bility information-gathering activities. The surveillance strategy for the
diesel generators should be a result of an analysis of diesel generator
surveillance needs. This analysis should be systematically performed and

i

the resultant surveillance needs periodically evaluated. The dynamic nature'

i of the surveillance plan, with respect to the EDG's performance, helps to

| ensure a reliability focus to the surveillance activities. The tasks neces-
sary to provide a reliability focus to diesel generator surveillance are
shown in Figure 3-1.

; A diesel generator is defined as the diesel generator subsystems and equip-
ment exclusively employed to produce emergency ac power, appropriately par-
titioned among the generating units at the plant. Table 3-1 defines a
diesel generator in terms of its subsystems. The pieceparts to be asso-

i ciated with the diesel generator are those whose sole function is related to

3-1
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NECESSARY TO PROVIDE A RELIABILITY FOCUS FOR SURVEILLANCE
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TABLE 3-1

DEFINITION OF DIESEL SUBSYSTEMS

Inside the Boundary

Speed Contro1 - (Includes governor, speed sensing,
frequency sensing, and fuel racks
positioning)

Fue1 Supply - (Includes equip. ment from the day tank
through injectors)

Fuel Storage -

Lube 011 - (Includes prelube, preheating if

appitcable)

Engine Cooiing - (Diesel-specific cooling water)

Heat Sink - (Radiator or site service water system up
to and including inlet and outlet valves
of heat exchangers)

Exhaust -

Environment Contro1 - (Room temperature and humidity control)
i

| Intake Air Supply -

Turbocharger -

(The casing and all components within, upDiese] Hechanica] -

other piping systems)g, attached pumps or
to, but not includin

Air Start - (Includes starting air supply)

Generator E1ectro-Hechanica] - (Including up to output breaker)'

Voltage Regulation / Field Flash -

Start Contro1 - (Autostart sensors, logic, remote manual
start capability)

Other ISC - (Including trips, control room indica-
t ions)

3-3
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TABl.E 3-1 (Continued)

DEFINITION OF' DIESEL SUBSYSTEMS
,

s

Outside the Boundarv

Load Sequencer --

DC Power Supply -

AC Power Suppiy - (For auxillaries, I&C)
Synchronization Circuitry -

Service Water Supply -

AC Power Distribution System -

/

a
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diesel generator operability. For instance, a diesel generator may require
service water for operability, but only those service water components and
pieceparts whose function is solely to support the diesel generator should
be included in the diesel generator boundary.

Analysis is required to ensure that surveillance of diesel generators
addresses a minimum set of criteria for acceptable surveillance. The
analysis must result in a documented surveillance plan. The surveillance
plan should specify the diesel generator surveillance and the rationale for
the specified surveillance. The consideritions that must be addressed to
provide acceptable diesel generator surveillance are:

1. All critical failure modes of the diesel are covered by the
surveillance. Critical failure modes are likely failure
modes that would fail the diesel generator function of
providing emergency ac power.

2. The analysis should identify engineering conditions that are
precursors to critical failure modes and suggest surveil-
lance methods (e.g., condition monitoring) to detect those
conditions in a timely fashion.

3. The analysis should identify likely standby diesel generator
aging mechanisms and identify surveillance to detect these.

4. The analysis should emphasize consideration of common cause
failure mechanisms that could fail more than one diesel
generator at a site and identify surveillance to protect
against these failures.

5. Diesel generator repair outages can result from off-normal
i conditions or failures that are caused by stress on the
| diesel from starting and running. Failures can also result

from mechanisms that operate on the diesel generator while
it is in standby. Diesel generator demand test periods
should be set by balancing the effects of these two failure
causes (failure modes related to demand stress and those
related to standby stress). The analysis should contain
these considerations.

6. A surveillance plan should be prepared that defines the
types of surveillance to be employed, the surveillance
intervals for each type, and other considerations such as
test staggering. Justification based on engineering, human,
or reliability considerations should be given as to why the
surveillance types and intervals were chosen and why they
are sufficient to achieve the reliability target.

Appendix B presents a more detailed discussion of the assossment of diesel
generator surveillance needs.

3-5
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3.3 Review Item C: EDG Performance Monitorina

Performance monitoring of a diesel generator includes monitoring physical
conditions that are precursors to failure or correlated to degradations in
performance. Examples include lube oil temperature, manifold temperature
and starting air moisture. Performance monitoring also includes statistical
trending of failures and outages that may show detectable degradations in
performance. While surveillance provides a "snapshot" of diesel generator
ope.rabil ity, performance monitoring provides the "memory" portion of the
problem detection task of a diesel generator reliability program.

The criteria for evaluating a diesel generator performance monitoring
approach are:

1. The reliability information necessary to track diesel per-
formance should be identified and correlated to the proposed
surveillance. This is to ensure that the proposed sur-
veillance will provide all the reliability information
necessary to track. diesel generator performance.

2. All performance monitoring computations required to be per-
formed on both the diesel generator engineering information
(i.e., physical condition data) and repair outages / failures
should be explicitly defined.

3. Alert levels that signal possible diesel generator degrada-
tion should be defined for each engineering and statistical
parameter used for the diesel generator performance moni-
toring program. The alert levels should be choosen to min-
imize false alarm but be sufficiently sensitive to detect
problems.

Appendix C presents a more detailed discussion of diesel generator
performance monitoring.

3.4 Review Item D: EOG Maintenance Proaram

The maintenance policy for the diesel generators should be documented and
clearly exhibit a reliability focus. The maintenance policy should include
procedures for preventive maintenance, triggered by observed conditions
and/or regularly scheduled, and a description of the spare parts policy.
The maintenance policy should also establish the basis for maintenance
actions and their priority. This involves the identification of those
conditions or precursors to catastrophic failure that are
(1) detectable, (2) potentially severe in terms of diesel failure, i.e.,

lead to catastrophic diesel generator functional failure, (3) require long
out-of-service times for repair, if the condition proceeds to catastrophic
failure, and (4) are relatively likely to occur. Thus, the maintenance
policy should have the following characteristics:

1. A distinction in the treatment of failures or conditions
that result in, or could proceed to, catastrophic failure of|

1 the diesel generator versus those that do not.
!
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2. A distinction in treatment of those repair or maintenance
actions that result in disabling the diesel generator versus
those that do not.

3. A recognition that preventive maintenance actions can be
triggered on either time, using failure mode mean time
between failures as a guide, or on conditions observed
during surveillance.

4. A recognition that disabling repair times for noncatas-
trophic diesel generator failures or conditions, compared to
the repair times and outage times for the catastrophic
failures that could result from these conditions if the non-
catastrophic conditions are not repaired, are an important
element in the maintenance policy.

5. A recognition that the maintenance policy is driven by the
target reliability of the diesel generator.

6. A recognition that the spare parts policy must include a
considerat. ion of both the frequency with which the spare
part is needed and the downtime necessary to complete the
repair with and without the spare part on hand.

A more detailed presentation of the issues to address in this review item is
given in Appendix 0.

3.5 Review Item E: EDG Failure Analysis and Root Cause
Investication

The diesel generator reliability program should contain a structured
approach for systematically reducing identified diesel generator problems to
correctable causes. An example top level structured approach is shown in
Figure 3.2. This structured approach involves the following steps:

1. Use a failure cause analysis to determine the proximate
cause of the failure. The proximate cause is expressed as a
description of the piecepart failure cause, e.g., "relay xx
failed to transfer due to corroded contacts."

2. Compare the proximate cause to past failures or conditions
on the same and other EDGs to determine if the problem
appears to have a systematic root cause, e.g., corroded
contacts could be caused by an environmental mechanism.

3. If no systematic root cause is indicated, continue EDG
operations as usual, including EDG performance monitoring,
if a systematic root cause is indicated, begin a structured
root cause investigation.

4. Determine if the problem is generic or plant specific by
reviewing NPRDS and other data and analyses for similar

3-7
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FIGURE 3-2. SYSTEMATIC ROOT CAUSE APPROACH
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problem 3ymptoms, or through contact with other utilities or
industr,y groups.

5. If the detected reliability problem is generic, contact
other plants that have had the problem to determine what
corrective actions, if any, have proved effective. If an
effective corrective action has been devised, implement it
and proceed to the problem closeout portion of the EDG
reliability program. If not, proceed to the next step.

6. If the detected reliability problem is plant specific,
determine if the cause is related to the systems unique
design or to operational aspects such as test or main-
tenance. This can be done by special monitoring during test,
review of operational procedures, or engineering design
review.

7. If the reliability problem is determined to be design
related, determine the particular design deficiency (through
special condition monitoring,perhaps), and redesign or
specify other corrective action.

8. If the reliability problem is related to faulty operations,
identify and correct the specific procedure (s) that are the
root cause of the problem.

9. When the root cause has been identified and corrective
action implemented, proceed to the problem closeout item of
the EDG reliability program.

Appendix E describes the process in more detail. An EDG reliability program
should be able to verify that the above or similar steps are included in the
systematic problem investigation procedures.

3.6 Review Item F: Problem Closeout

i The reliability program plan should specify the procedure that will be used^

for closing out diesel generator reliability problems. The closeout
procedure occurs as the last of the following steps in the reliability
program process:

1. Problem detection.
,

|

2. Problem cause determination.

3. Corrective action implementation.

4. Problem closeout.

The problem closeout procedures should be verified to contain two elements:

1. Establish criteria for problem closoout that are based on
the nature of the reliability problen detected.

3-9
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2. Provide for any monitoring ac 1/ity, and specify closeout
procedures to ensure that the criteria have been satisfied.

The problem closecut criteria should be numerically based and be capable of
measurement. The diesel generator relisbility program submittal should
specify any special problem closeout procedures that will be employed to
provide assurance that corrective actions will be effective.

Appendix F presents a more detailed discussion of this review item.

3.7 Review Item G: Data System

The reliability program should include a description of the data gathering,
storage, and retrieval system that will support the diesel generator
reliability program tasks. The supoorting system should contain the
following operational and maintenance data:

1. Store both catastrophic diesel generator failures and diesel
repair outages from noncatastrophic failures.

2. Store the time of detection, times when repair was initiated
and completed, and restoration time of the equipment for
each diesel generator repair action.

3. Store a description of the root cause or condition that led
to repair and the method by which it was detected.

4. Store each attempted start and run, runtime, and any failure
rate or failure probability denominator information as
described Appendix A.

5. Store in a retrievable way all the information identified in
the licensees' response to all of the above stated review
items.

In addition to the above identified operational and failure information, the
data gathering, storage, and retrieval system should contain operating
experience information on similar EDGs as provided through NPRDS, Part 21
reports, 50.55(c) reports, LERs, consultants, and especially EOG
manufacturers and their suppliers (e.g., governor vendors). This
information would be used to supplement data on plant experiences and as a
basis for corrective actions to preclude problems experienced by other EDG ;

owners. EDG vendor correspondence and recommendations and updated
operation test and maintenance procedures should also be stored in support I
of the reliability program. |

Appendix G presents a more detailed discussion of this review item.

3-10
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3.8 Review Item H: Responsibilitites and Manacement Controls
,

,

The reliability program should have clearly defined responsibilities and
management check points to ensure that all items are interacting effectively
to maintain the EDG reliability at, or above, target values. This item
should provide e means for plant management to review the operation and
effectiveness of the reliability program and for altering the program if it
becomes necessary. In addition, a means for independent audit of the
effectiveness of the EOG reliability program should be incorporated into
this item.

The following considerations are important:

1. A procedure and schedule for verifying that the EOG

reliability targets are being met should be established.

2. There should be an identified mechanism for altering the EDG
reliability program should it become necessary.

3. Identification of qualified personnel who will implement and
maintain the reliability program. Personnel qualifications
should include diesel operation, maintenance, diesel design,
reliability methodology, and implementation of reliability
programs.

4. An unconditional commitment on the part of plant management
to implement and maintain an EDG reliability program.

Appendix H presents a more detailed discussion of this item.
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GLOSSARY

| Availability - The probability that a component is ready to perform its
mission, thus it is aqt out of service for maintenance or repair or in a
failed state.

Catastrophic Failure * - A failure that is both sudden and complete. It

causes cessation of one or more component functions.

Degraded Failure * - A failure that is gradual, partial, or both. Such a
failure does not cease all component functions, but compromises a function.
The function may be compromised by any combination of reduced, increased, or
erratic outputs.

Disabling Repair Time - The time for which a component is unavailable due to
being removed from service for a maintenance act (preventive or corrective).
The time is measured from the time a component or system is taken out of
service until the time at which that component or system is restored to a
fully operational condition.

_

Failure * - The termination of the ability of an item or equipment to perform
its required function.

Incipient Failure * - An imperfection in the state or condition of an item or
equipment so that a degraded or catastrophic failure can eventually be
expected to result if corrective action is not taken.

Reliability - The probability that a component or system will carry out its
mission.

Unavailability - The probability that a component is Dat ready to perform
its mission, thus it is out of service for maintenance or repair, or in a
failed state. The opposite of availability, and numerically equal to one
minus the availability.

Unreliability - The probability that a component or system will aqt carry
| out its mission. The opposite of reliability, and numerically equal to one
; minus the reliability.

|

|

,

i

*
Consistent with IEEE Standard-500-1984.
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A.1 INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this appendix are to (1) define the reliability target for
emergency diesel generators (EDGs) and (2) to clarify the measures necessary
to evaluate the achievement of this target.

The EDG reliability target will be derived from the guidelines provided in
Regulatory Guide 1.155, "Station Blackout." These guidelines establish EDG
reliability levels of 0.95 or 0.975. The EDG reliability program will key
on minimum reliability targets; all EDG failures should be acted upon
without dependence on either achieved reliability levels or target
reliability levels. The EDG reliability can serve as an indicator of how
well a plant's diesels are prepared to combat a loss of offsite power. In
order to achieve consistency and realism in reporting the EDG reliability,
the following elements are herein defined for the Diesel Generator
Reliability Program: (1) diesel test runtime, (2) test validity, (3) test
failure, (4) calculation / estimation of EDG reliability, and (5) EDG failure
evaluation.

A.2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN MEASURING EDG RELIABILITY

The following issues should be addressed in order to define the EOG
reliability target and to measure the achieved EDG reliability. The purpose
of this section is to lay out the issues. Sections A.3 through A.7 provide
general solutions to the issues that must be addressed by this program.

What are the EDG test runtime reouirements?

Each EDG must be started and run for a sufficiently long time to
demonstrate its continued operation under the same stresses
that would be present at the random occurrence for an actual
demand. Reference A-1 recommends that, to demonstrate continued
reliability, an EDG should be run at or near full 1 cad for at
least 2 hours. A test time less than 2 hours (e.g., I hour)
could be used if any of the following conditions are met:

1. The lesser test runtime is shown to cover all the
dominant failure modes of the EDG.

2. Adequate condition monitoring is performed while under
test, and such conditions being monitored exhibit a
stable, steady-state characteristic.

3. The shorter EDG test runtime should be shown to be
preferable, from an operational standpoint, to cover
all operational modes and likely failure modes of the
EDG, and not to subject the engine to undesirable
thermal transients.

What constitutes a valid test?

A valid test requires the diesel to be started in the same
condition and subjected to the same stresses that would be
present at the random occurrence of an actual demand, with the

A-5
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exception that mission requirements for fast start and fast load
need not be met during all routine surveillance tests provided
that the fast start / load tests are performed at some appropriate
interval (e.g.,6 months). A more detailed discussion of test
validity is provided in Section A.3.

What constitutes a countable test failure?

Failure of the diesel generator to perform its required mission
during an actual demand, or failure to start and run successfully
for the test runtime on a valid test should be accounted for in
the calculation of diesel reliability. Section A.4 and NSAC-108
contain the specific definitions of EOG failures.

How should EDG reliability be measured and ComDared to a
specified tarcet?

EDG reliability calculations should accurately take into account
the number of actual demands and valid tests, EDG runtime,
failures to start, run, and load. The reliability measure should
be a point estimate of the average reliability of the EDG.
Comparisons to the target reliability should take into account
both this point estimate and the corresponding uncertainties. A
more detailed explanation of the approach is provided in Section
A.5.

How can the NRC determine if a olant's EDGs are oerformina
satisfactorily?

Evaluation criteria for determining satisfactory performance and
various stages of alert are proposed in Section A.5. These
evaluation criteria (which are to be considered interim criteria)
are based on the number of catastrophic failures in a specified
number of demands. They are consistent with the criteria in

; Regulatory Guide 1.155, but also account for the false alarm
) rate, and they weight recent history more heavily than past

history. The proposed action statements (see Section A.5) do not
include more frequent testing when alerts are violated, but

. rather require a reassessment of the EDG reliability program to
| ensure that the EDG reliability target will be met in the future.

When can partial demand tests be substituted for full tests?

f Plant operating conditions will often prohibit exact simulations
of the conditions under which an EDG should operate during an
actual diesel demand. Each plant should determine what condi-
tions are not exactly simulated in EDG tests and determine
through other reliability activities (condition monitoring, pre-
ventive maintenance, shorter test intervals, etc.) the adequacy
of partial demand tests and the need for supplemental
surveillance, it has been determined that slow starts and
gradual loading can be used to obtain a valid measure of the EDG
reliability level.

A6 |
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A.3 TEST VALIDITY

A valid test requires that the emergency diesel generator be tested in a

condition in which it would normally exist when asked to respond to a ran-
dom loss-of-offsite-power event, and 0+ N plant transients requiring the
EDGs.

This requirement is specifically intended to preclude actions solely for the
purpose of guaranteeing a successful test. This requirement is NOT intended
to preclude required or necessary maintenance to the emergency diesel
generator or its support systems. Nor is it intended to allow a known
adverse condition to go uncorrected. Mod engineering practices and
condition monitoring can actually mask reliability problems when these tasks
are performed merely to meet a requirement or the purpose of performing
either task is not properly understood. For instance, any action taken just
prior to test, and not performed on a routine basis, or any action scheduled
to be performed only just prior to test would tend to mask problems that
would occur during a random test.

An example is that blowing down the diesel starting air receivdrs just prior
to a test to eliminate the failure modes resulting from accumulated moisture
in the air start system would bias the failure to start probability and

an inaccurate and misleading picture of diesel reliability. Since
present beactual demands for the diesels occur at unpredictable times, there would
no opportunity to blow down the air receivers just prior to an actual
demand. Therefore, the impact of a possibly important failure mode would be
masked from the reliability parformance measures, uniess the test procedure,

required checking for, and recording, the condition of excess water in the
system. In this case, blowing down the air receiver just prior to test
could be in the category of a good engineering practice and would not mask
reliability problems associatad with this condition as long as diesel
failure to start was correlated to finding the condition. Blowing down the
air receivers on a daily, or on some other periodic schedule not tied to
demand tests, or per shift basis (as part of an operators normal routine
duties) would be an acceptable form of condition monitoring.

Another example of invalidating a test is when a preventive naintenance
check is always scheduled to be performed just prior to the diesel generator
test. Maintenance actions designed to operate, check, 'r pe*forn a special
inspection of components directly affecting the satisfactory operation of
the diesel generator fall into this category. This includes checking valve
operations, relay operations, circuit breaker operations, etc. However,

regularly scheduled maintenance actions not scheduled only prior to test,
but occasionally occurring prior to test, are expected and acceptable.

if these maintenance actions are performed as part of the test or as
Also,
an addendum to the test and are performed to correspond with a relationship

a specific failure mode or modes of the diesel generator, and the testtoallows for the evaluation of that relationship, then this would also be
acceptable.

A7
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A.4 TEST FAILURE

A failure of an emergency diesel generator test is indicated by ar.y one of
the following:

1. A failure to start (manually or automatically, remotely
or locally).

2. A successful start, followed by a failure to lord.

3. A successfel start and load but the diesel. generator
does not satisfactorily function for th3 specified test
runtime.

Failure is defined as either a catastrophic failure in accordance with IEEE
Standard-500 or immediate failure in accor<iance with the NPRDS Reportingorocedures Manual, Rev. 10.

A.4.1 Failure to Start

A failure to start is defined as a failure of the diesel generator to
respond to a start signal either manually or automatically. The diesel
ganerator should be started from amb % t condition and accelerate to the
required speed (RPM) in the time specifted by the plant's technical specifi-
cations. However, an automatic start failure by itself, if iamediately (in
less than 5 minutes) recovered manually from the control room or from the
EDG area, will not count as failure (for station blackout). In all cases,
the cause of the failure must be ascertained and corrected; however, the
investigation should not interfere with the current operation of the diesel
generator.

A.4.2 Failure to load

A failure to load is defined as a failure of the generator to produce
adequate ehetrical power or fail to provide that power to the appropriate
emergency bus. This includes inacequate voltage output, either too hign ortoo low; inadequate frenuency regulation, either too low or too high; thefailure of the electrical current path from the generator to the bus
including cables, output breakers, etc. All generator load ratings will be
considered satisfactory if the load ratings meet the requirement sn forth
in the plant's technical specifications.

A.4.3 Failure to Satisfactorily Function for Specified Test Runtime

A 9 hro of the die n1 generator to satisfactorily function for the
sp. .ed test r9ntir.e occurs only if the diesel generator does not function
.

.% ly and either be manually tripped, or is au+9matically tripped,>

+n tb - A letion of the runtime. Tripping the diesel for an
-

.

%i that would not prevent mission success in an actualn -

j >e *' + )d as a valid run test or failure to run. A test runtime. ,

i a ocested 2-hour minimum runtime suggested in Reference A-1
!- es

,
auld be used if any of the conditions given in Section A.2

ai e 'ce.

,
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A.4.4 Other Diesel Generator Failure Conditions

Abnormalities of the diesel generator are considered actual failures only if
the diesel generator is incapable of functioning to support recovery of a
station blackout event or other plant transients requirino EDGs. That is,

only catastrophic or immediate failures of the diesel generator are to be
considered actual failures for the purpose of this document. Note that

.

while noncatastrophic conditions should not be considered as failures fromi
I the standpoint of calculating the EDG unreliability measures, they do

constitute failures from the point of view of the reliability program in
that they must be addressed within the context of the program. For example,
during a diesel generator test, an operator notices that one of the
cylinders is operating at a slightly elevated temperature, still within the
safe operating limits of the diesel, and although the temperature is stable,
he decides to shut down the diet,el to investigate the cause. By shutting
down the diesel, the specified test runtime requirement has not been met.
Although this would imply a failure, it does not constitute a failure
since, if required, the diesel generator would still be able to function
satisfactorily.

While the above example denotes a degraded or incipient class of failure
that would not be counted as an actual failure, the following example illus-
trates an actual catastrophic or imediate failure that would be counted as
a failure.

If the operator, in the above example, actually noticed a high cylinder
temperature in one cylinder and he also realized that the cylinder
temperature was increasing so that in a short period of time the temperature
would be above the safe operating limit, he would have no choice but to shut
down the diesel to protect it from further possible damage. Since the
diesel would not be available to supply emergency ac power, this would
constitute an actual failure of the ciesel generator and therefore would be
counted as a failure.

Figure A-1 illustrates a diesel generator test success, with the associated
failure parameters indicated.

A.5 EDG FAILURE EVALUATION CRITERIA
|

l For NRC use, tne progression of failures as well as the overall failure
i history should be used to judge the acceptability of diesel generator
i performance. The EDG failure evaluation criteria are presented in Table A-1
| (for EDGs having a reliability target of 0,95), and in Table A-?, (for EDGs

having a reliability of 0.975). These criteria are based on the number of
catastrophic failures recorded in a succession of three operating histories.
For Tcble A-1, the operating histories are the last 20 demands, the last 50
demands., and the last 100 demands. For Table A-2, the operating histories
are the last 40 deinands, the last 80 demands, and the last 120 demands.

,

Table A-3 is provided i:1 order to assist the NRC in evaluating EDGs having a|
| target reliability inel of 0.975 by showing the failure progressions for
! the last 20, 50 and 100 demands,

i
|
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TABLE A-1

EDG FAI'.URE EVALUATION CRITERIA
FOR EDGs WI'lH RELIABILITY TARGET OF 95%

,

Combinations of
Evaluation Criteria F e t .'. 9 : e Evaluation Tfme Period False Ala

te Failures /d Demands) Criteria (1 Demand /2 Wks) page
.,

10 Honths 261
1 2/20 Y Y Y N N N N Y -

2 Yeare lit
1 5/50 Y Y N N N Y Y N =

4 Years Jf
L 10/100 ? N N N Y Y N Y =

Failure Progression 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Legend: Y = Yes
NoN =

Interrretations of the Failure Pro.aressiems

Failure Preatession Interrtetatten

1. 3 2 failures in 20 demande This 16 an unacceptable condition requiring insnen ste a.tton

3 5 failures in 50 demands to declare the EDG inoperable. T'ere is strong evidence

3 10 failures in 100 demands that the long-teria IDG unreliabil..y is larger than the
target value and no evidence that it is taproving. The
EDO reliability program must be taproved or enhanced before
the EDO can be declared operable again.

2. 3 2 failures in 20 demands This ; e an alert condition where actier. is reconsended to

3 5 failures in 50 demands decla e the EDG inoperable. There is evidence that the EDO
< 10 failures in 100 demands is deteriorating over time and that the current reliability

is unt.neptable. The action taken may depend on other
circumstances and information frocs the plant.

I

f 3. 3 2 failures in 20 demanda This is a mild alert cendition we. ore no action by the NRC
i < S failures in 50 demands is roccennended urless there are other recent indications

< 10 f ailures in 100 demands of EDG deteriorn ton. EDGs with acceptable unreliabilities
will display this condition about 26 percent of the time.
Although some concern is justified, a single fatture, with no
evidence of degraded performance, should not lead to excessive
concern.

4 < 2 failures in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition. No concrete evidence of
< $ failures in 50 demands unacceptable performario.
< 10 f ailures in 100 demands

5. < 2 failures in 20 demands This is an ai.ceptable condition. There is an indication of
< $ failures in 50 demands a past probless that has probably been corrected. Low-level

3 10 failures in 100 demands vigilance is prudent to ensure continued acceptable operation.

6. < 2 failures in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued

3 5 failures in 50 demands vigilance. There is indication Wat a conteuing past probum
310 f ailures in 100 demands is being corrected, but the evidence is not tavincing enough

to warrant a decrease in vigilance.

7. * 2 failures in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued

3 5 f ailures in 50 demands visilance. The irterpretation of shis condition is similar
< 10 f aik .as in 100 demands tt the interpretation of condition 6 above, except that the

1.ictacy of unacceptable performance is less extensive.

8. 3 2 failures in 20 demands The uterpretation of this condition is somewhat similar to
= 5 failures in 50 demands the interpretation of condition 3, except 'at %ere is a

310 fattures in so demands history of a performance proble s that may W ve been corrected,
or parttally alleviated. This situation is an ambiguous one,
requirir4 4 more detailed evt'. ation. The assessment would be
dif feret.t if there were 2 f atit.res in the last 50 demands and 2
f ailures in the last 20 demands than if there were 5 failures
in the last 50 and 2 in the last 20. An alert condition is
indicated by this condition.
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TABLE A-2

EDG FAILURE EVALUATION CRITERIA
FOR EDGs WITH RELIABILITY TARGET OF 97.5%

Combinations of
Evaluation Criteria Failure Evaluation Time Period False Alarm(d Failurea/d Demands) Criteria 1 Demand /2 Wks) Rete

1 2/40 Y Y Y N N N F Y 6 Monthe 261-

1 4/40 Y Y N N N Y Y N 3 1/2 Years 141-

1 6/120 Y N N N Y Y N Y S Years et-

Failure Progression 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Legend Y = Yes
N = No

Intercretations of the Failure Proaressions

Failure Prearession Interrretatien

1. 3 2 failures La 40 demande This to an unacceptable condition requiring trenediate action
3 4 failures in 80 demands to declare the EDO inoperable. There is strons evidence
3 6 failures in 120 demands that the Ic.ns-term EDG unreliability is larger than the

target value and no evidence that it is improving. The
EDO reliability program must be improved or enhanced before
the EDO can be declared operable again.

2. 3 2 failures in 40 demands This la an alert condition where action is recoennended to3 4 failures in 80 demands declare the EDG inoperable. There is evidence tht the EDO
< 6 failures in 120 demands is deteriorsting over time and that the current reliability

is unacceptable. The action taker. r.ay depend on other
circumstances and information from the plant.

3. 3 2 failures in 40 demands This is a at1d alert condition where no action by the NRC
s 4 failures in 80 demanda la recoursended unless there are other /ecent indications1 6 failures in 120 demands of EDG deterioration. IDGs with acceptable unrettobilities

will display t.his condition about 26 percent of the time.
Although erzo concern to justified, a single railure, with no
evidence of degraded performance, should not lead to excessive
concern.

4. < 2 failures in 40 demands This is an acceptable condition. No concrete evidence of
= 4 f ailures in 80 demands unacceptable performance. '

6 failures in 120 demands<

5. < 2 failures in 40 demands This is an acceptable condition. There is an indication of
a 4 failures in 80 demands a past problem that has probably been corrected. Low-level
3 6 failures in 120 demands vigilance is prudent to ensure continued acceptable operation.

6. < 2 failures in 40 demands This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued
3 4 failures in 80 demands vigilance. There is indication that a continuing past problem
3 6 failures in 120 demands is being corrected, but the evidence is not convincing enough

to warrant a decrease in vigilance.

7. * 2 failures in 49 demands This is an acceptable candition but one that needs continued
3 4 failurea in 80 c.anands vis11ance. The interpretation of this condition is stallar
* 6 f ailures in 120 demands to the interpretation of condition 6 above, except that the

history of unacceptsbie perforinance is less extensive.

8. 3 2 failures in 40 decands The interpretation of this condition is somewhat similar to
* 4 failures in 60 demands the interpretation of condition 3, except that there is 2
3 6 f ailures in 120 demands history of a performance problem thet ray have been corrected

or partially alleviated. This situation is en ambiguous c,ne,
requiring a more detailed evaluation. The essessment would be
different if there were 2 failures in the last 80 demands and 2
failures in the last 40 demands than if there were 4 failures
in the last 80 and 2 in the last 40. An alert condition is
indicated by the latter.
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TABLE A-3

AN ALTERNATE PRESENTATION OF EDG FAILURE EVALUATION CRITERIA
FOR EDGs VITH RELIABILITY TARGET OF 97.5%

Combinations of
Evaluation Criteria Feilure Evaluation Time Period false Alarm

to Failures /d Demands) Criteria (1 Demand /2 Wisl Rate

3 1/20 YYYNNNNY 10 Months 391

3 3/50 YYNNNYYN * 2 Years 135

3 e/100 YNNNYYNY -4 Years et

Failure Progression 123a567i

Legend: Y = Yes
N = No

Intereretatiens of the Failure Prearessions

Intertretation{gilu:e Prearession

1. 3 1 failure in 20 demands This is an unacceptable condition requiring irmediate action
3 3 failures in 50 demands to declare the IDG inoperable. There is atrong evidence
3 6 failures in 100 demands that the long-tors EDG unreliability is larger than the

target valud and no evidence that it is improving. The
EDG reliability program must be improved or enhanced before
the EDG can be declared operable again.

2. 3 1 failure in 20 demande This is an alert condition where action is recournended to
3 3 failures in 50 doesnds declare the EDG inoperable. There is evidence that the EDG
< 6 failures in 100 demands is deteriorating over time and that the current reliability

is unacceptable. The action taken may depend on other
circumstances and information from the plant.

3. 3 1 failure in 20 demands This is a mild alert condition where no action by the NRO

< 3 failures in 50 demands is r6cc nended unless there are other recent indications
a 6 failures in 100 demands of EDG deterioration. EDGs with acceptable unre11 abilities

will display this condit. ton about 39 percent of the time.
Although some concirn is ,tustified, a sinste failure, with no
evidence of degraded performance, should not lead to excessive
concern,

4. * 1 failure in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition. No concrete evidence of
a 3 failures in 50 demands unacceptable performance.
< 6 failures in 100 demands

5. * 1 fatture in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition. There is an indication of
< 3 fatiuses in 50 d eands a past problem that has prubably been corrected. Low-level
3 6 failures in 100 demands vigilance is prudent to ensure conticued acceptable operation.

[

6. * 1 failure in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued
3 3 failures in 50 demands vigilance. There is indication that a continuing past problem
3 6 failures in 100 demands sa being corrected, but the evidroce is n3s convincing enough

to warrant a decrease in vigilance,

(

7. * 1 failure in 20 demands This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued
i 3 3 failures in 50 demands vigilance. The interpretation of this condition is similar

* 6 f ailures an 100 demands to the interpretation of condition 6 above, except that the
history of unacceptable performance is less exter.sive.

4. 3 1 failure in 20 demands The interpretation of this cendition is semowhat similar to
< 3 failures in 50 demands the interpretation of condition 3, except that there is e
3 6 failures in 100 demands history of a performance problem that may have been corrected

or partially alleviated. This situation is an ambiguous one,
requiring a note detailed evaluation,

1
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In interpreting the failure data, the oroaression of failures is very
important. The interpretations consider the fact that f9 1ures that occur
early in a series of demands are not as important as failures that occur in
more recent history. The interpretations also consider the false alarm
rates. For instance, in Table A-1, the false alarm rates are defined here
as the percentage of time that a diesel whose .tn g EDG reliability was

!satisfactory, i.e., .95 or less per demand, would generate 2 or more !failures in 20 demands, 5 or more failures in 50 demands, and 10 or more j
failures in 100 demands. These false alarm rates are shown on Table A-1 in ;

the last column. The EDG on-line time required to generate 20, 50, and 100
demands, assuming demands occur on the average of once every 2 weeks, is
also given on this table. Table A-2 presents similar information for EDGs
having a reliability target of 0.975.

All combinations of the evaluation criteria are shown in Table A-1 (and
for EDGs with a reliability target of 0.975, in Table A-2). There are eight
such combinations, each with a somewhat different interpretation. The
progression of failures represented by the combinations of the evaluation
criteria, and their interpretations, are presented on each table.

The EDG failure evaluation criteria address several of the objections raised
in Reference A ?. concerning using an averago unreliability value as a
measure of EDG perfo mance. Even though the criteria are indicators of
long term performance, recent history is weighted more heavily than less
recent history in the interpretations of the failure progressions. Also, the
likelihood of false alarms (incorrectly concluding that there is an EDG
performance problem) is accounted for in the interpretations. The objection
in Reference A-2 that the evaluation criteria tre slow acting remains a
drawback to the scheme presented in Tables A-1 and A-2. This is an
inevitable consequence of using a (catastrophic) failure count as a perfor-
mance measure. However, it is deemed satisfactory as an interim measure
until more sophisticated performance measures are developed and validated
for NRC and industry use.

A more detailed description of the interpretation .of each failure
progression is given below.

Failure Proaression #1 (Immediate Action Required)

For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taraet of 95% Taraet of 97.5%

2 2 failures in 20 demands 2 1 failure in 20 demands
1 5 failures in 50 demands 2 3 failures in 50 aemands
2 10 failures in 100 demands 2 6 failures in 100 demands

This condition is unacceptable and requires immediate action by the licensee
to declare the diesel generator inoperable, and enter the corresponding
limiting condition for operation (LCO) action statement appropriate to tha
end of an alloweo outage time with the EDG inoperable. There is less than a
3 percent chance that the long-term EDG unreliability is acceptable, and
there is no indication that it is improving. This strongly suggests that
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there are serious deficiencies in the EDG reliability program that must be
corrected before the diesel generator can be declared operable with the
targeted reliability.

Failure Proaression [Z (Strong Alert)

For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taraet of 95% Taraet of 97.5%

2 2 failures in 20 demands 2 1 failure in 20 demands
2 5 failures ir. 50 demands 2 3 failures in 50 demands
< 10 failures in 100 demands < 6 failures in 100 demands

This is a strong alert condition where action by the NRC is recommended to
determine if c.onditions warrant putting the subject diesel generator into an
inoperable status. There is strong evidence that the long term EDG
unreliability is deteriorating over time or is unacceptable. The action
taken by the NRC and licensee may depend on circumstances other than the
number of catastrophic failures. For instance, if the EDG repair outaga
time was also large and increasing, this would substantiate the fact that
the EDG performar.ce in recent history was deteriorating and below the target
performance. Several failures in succession due to the same failure cause,

several repair actions in succession due to the same cause, would alsoor
indicate that the EDG reliability program was inadequate to achieve the
target reliability. The reliability program must be improved before the
diesel generator can be declared operable and capable of achieving the
targeted EDG reliability.

Failure Proaression #3 (Mild Alert)

For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taraet of 95% Tarcet of 97.5%

2 2 failures in 20 demands 2 1 failure in 20 demands
< 5 failures in 50 demands < 3 failures in 50 demands
< 10 failures in 100 demands < 6 failures in 100 demands

This is a condition that provides a mild alert to the NRC and licensee :that
diesel generator may be experiencing performance problems. EDGs with an

a
acceptable reliabii.ty of .95 per demand will experience two or more

failures in 20 demands about 26 percent of the time. Similarly, EDGs with
acceptable reliability of .975 will experience 2 failures in 40 demandsan

about 26 percent of the time. No immediate action by the NRC is recommended
unless there are other recent indications that the EDG performance is
deteriorating. Other indications of EDG performance deterioration are
increasing or large repair outage times in recent history compared to past
performance, or several failures or repairs due to the same failure cause.

than 2 failures ir the last 20 (or last 40) demands should beAlso, egy.g
caust for heightened concern. If these conaitions are noted, they may
indicate a failure of the E9G reliability program, and steps must be taken
to improve the program, if they are aqi noted, no action should be taken by
the NRC,
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- Failure Proaression #4 (Acceptable)

. For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability-
'

*

Taraet of 95% Tarcet of 97.5%

< 2 failures in 20 demands < 1 failure in 20 demands
< 5 failures in 50 demands < 3 failures 1n 50 demands
< 10 failures in 100 demands < 6 failures in 100 demands

This is an acceptable condition. There is no concrete evidence of
unacceptable EDG performance. No action by the NRC is recommended.

Failure Proaression #5 (Acceptable)

For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taroet of 95% Taraet of 97.5% 1

l
> s < 2 failures in 20 demands < 1 failure in 20 demands I

< 5 failures in 50 demands. < 3 failures in 50 demands
2 10 failures in 100 demands 1 6 failures in 100 demands

This is an acceptable condition. There is an indication of a past problem
that has probably been corrected. However, low-level vigilar.ce by the NRC
is recommended to ensure that the EDG performance remains acceptable. Noother action by the NRC is recommended. .

'

,

Failure Proareision #6 (Needs Continued Vigilanc))

For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taraet of 95% Taraet of 97.5%

.
,

< 2 failures in 20 demands < 1 failure in 20 demands (2 5 failures in 50 demands 2 3 failures in 50 demands ;2 10 failures in 100 demands 2 6 failures in 100 demands

This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued vigilance by
the NRC. There is evidence that a long term EDG performance problem is
being corrected, but the evidence is not strong enough to warrant a decrease
in vigilance. No other action by the NRC is recommended unless an
additional catastrophic failure occurs to change the failure progression.a

Failure Proaression #7 (Needs Continued Vigilance) :

I For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taraet of 95% Taraet of 97.5%

< 2 failures in 20 demands < 1 failure in 20 demands.

2 5 failures in 50 demands 2 3 failures in 60 demands |
'

< 10 failures in 100 demands > 6 failures in 100 demands
4

This condition has an interpretation similar to that of failure progression
#6 above. The condition is acceptable, but requires continued vigilance to '

ensure that an apearent long-term EDG performance problem has been,

:
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corrected. Additional catastrophic failures could change this progression
into one where NRC action is recommended.

Failure Proaression #8 (Needs Investigative Action)

For EDGs with Reliability For EDGs with Reliability
Taraet of 95% Taraet of 97.5%

! 1 2 failures in 20 demands 21 failure i r. 20 demands
< 5 failures in 50 demands < 3 failures in 50 demands
2 10 failures in 100 demands 2 6 failures in 100 demands

The interpretation of this failure progression is somewhat similar to the
interpretation of progression #3, but the condition is an ambiguous one.
There is an indication that a past EDG performance problem may have been
corrected or partially alleviated. However, current EDG performance
indicates a possible pr.rtial recurrence of the problem, or another problem.
A more detailed evaluation must be performed before action by the NRC is
specified. However, this is an alert condition where investigative action
by the NRC is necessary.

'

A.6 MEASUREMENT OF EDG RELIABILITY ,

The EDG reliability calculation method described herein differs from the
NSAL-108 method by explicitly including diesel generator outage in the
reliability calculations. Although the NRC has determined, in Regulatory
Guide 1.155 and other publications, that the probability of failure on
demand provides an adequate indication of EDG performance, the inclusion of
EDG outage time in the reliability calculations will ensure high diesel
generator reliability (by encouraging licensees to take EDG out of service

' when it is absolutely necessary).

The reliability (Q) of a diesel generator should be calculated as
i follows:

Q = 1 -(qd + 4r)

qa is estimated by the numbered starts that are failures in
t5e last 20, 50, and 100 demands accumulated over no greater than

[
a 3-year period, in accordance with NSAC-108, and is the value

|
reported to the NRC for comparison to reliability target levels.
The uncertainty of the calculation must also be considered.

I gr is estimated by summing the actual outage times of the diesel
! generator and dividing the sum by the length of time it took to

dCChmulate the total number of demands (20, 50, and 100). Each
outage time measured as the total time the diesel generator is
declared out of service. Outage times that accrue when the
diesel generator is required operable, whether due to a :

;

corrective maintenance action or to a scheduled preventive
maintenance action, and all outage times that accrue as a result
of a corrective maintenance action regardless of the requirement
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for the diesel generator should be included in the unavailability
calculation. Preventive maintenance actions that are scheduled
when the diesel generator is not required are not to be included
in the reliability calculations. For example, a preventive
maintenance action that disables the diesel generator during a
refueling period would not be accrued in the calculation of qc.

An example calculation is provided below;

Examole Reliability Calculation

Suppose the number of catastrophic failures for the specified diesel genera-
tor was determined to be p_na in its last 20 load-run tests and there were non

failures to start. The total time to accumulate 20 tests was one year.

hence,

1

20 _
.05qd - =

The outage time associated with the diesel, resulting from the repair of the
above failure, was 72 hours (allowable by Technical Specification). The
total time period is 365 days, and the diesel generator was required for the
entire time window. Additional outage time may come from repair of
incipient or degraded failures, preventive maintenance, or possiblyunavailability during surveillance tests.

hence,

72 hrs 82 x 10-472 hrs _qr = = -

365 days 8760 hrs
and

1 - (.05 + 82 x 10-4)Q 0.942 94.2%= = -

These realistic calculations show how EDG outage time can affect overall
reliability and can cause an EDG not to meet the reliability target.

A.7 INTERFACES WITH OTHER EDG RELIABILITY PROGRAM REVIEW ITEMS !

3

The achievement of a target reliability provides an easy to use, top-level
indication of the EDG's performance. However, it is not necessarily a
single sufficient measure of the EDG's satis factory or unsatisfactory
performance. Review Item B (EDG Surveillance Needs) and Item C (EDG
Performance Monitoring) will use the reliability measures and be required to,

respond to any degradations in this measure. As shown in the example of
Section A.6, one failure can result in a significant degradation of this
reliability measure.

The Review Item G (Data System) is necessary to provide the raw data
(demands, failures, run hours, and outages) required to calculate the
reliability measure and the EDG failure evaluation criteria. The change in -

this measure and the evaluation criteria should be monitored throughout the
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diesel reliability program and, if the reliability program is working, the
measure and criteria should improve. In this sense, the use of the
reliability measure and criteria over the long-term is a measure of the
long-term success of the reliability program.

|
.

!

i

|

|
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APPENDIX B

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR SURVEILLANCE NEEDS

(Review Item B)
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B.1 INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this appendix are to (1) define the equipment boundary
that comprises the emergency diesel generator (EDG) system and (2) define
the important elements that must be included in submitted assessments that
define the surveillance needs of the EDG system. EDG surveillance must

i provide a measure of assurance that the EDG reliability target is being
achieved. The EDG equipment boundary must be explicitly defined so that
all pieceparts considered as part of the EDG system will be assessed as to

| their surveillance needs. The surveillance needs of the EDG system must be
' assessed so that, in the long term, the diesel generator reliability goal

will be met. Therefore, review of a diesel generator reliability program
must include a review of the equipment considered within the boundary of the
EDG and a review of the process and rationale by which the surveillance
needs of this equipment were determined.

Analysis of equipment boundaries and surveillance needs are two tasks of a
Reliability Centered Surveillance (RCS) concept. This concept was developed
to implement the problem detection portion of a reliability program. A
description of RCS is given in Reference B-1. This reference provides
additional detail that could be useful for reviewing submittals to ensure
that they reflect an acceptable assessment of EDG surveillance needs.

Section B.2 of this appendix identifies the technical issues that must be
considered when addressing EDG surveillance needs. This section provides a
review checklist of issues to match against the surveillance needs issues
that may be contained in a diesel generator reliability program under
review. Section B.3 lists the interfaces between the assessment of EDG
surveillance needs and other review items.

B.2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN ADCRESSING EDG EQUIPMENT BOUNDARY AND
SURVEILLANCE NEEDS

Figure B-1 identifies the issues that must be addressed to provide Review
item B. (Also shown on Figure B 1 (dotted lines) are the other tasks that
are required to implement an RCS program to provide the problem detection
portion of a diesel generator reliability program.) Each of the issues are
discussed, under separate heading, below.

' Has thqJDG eouipment boundary been established?

i The EDG equipment is defined to be comprised of those subsystems
! and pieceparts that are exclusively employed to produce emergency

ac power. A single diesel generator is defined to include the
diesel engine, generator, and the subset of supporting equipment
that is associated exclusively with the generation of emergency
ac power using that diesel generator. The pieceoarts to be asso-
ciated with the diesel generator are those whose sole function is
related to diesel generator operability and production of
emergency ac power. For instance, a diesel generator may require
service water for operability, but only those service water
components and pieceparts that are solely there for the diesel
generator are to be included in the diesel generator boundary.
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Issues for Defining EDG
Surveillance

Needs

-- ________
,

Set EDG Issues for Issues for- Issues for Devise EDG

reliability defining EDG evaluating EDG preparing EDG perfc ance
targets equipment surveillance surveillance monituc ' .:t

set needs plan

-Define EDG --Ensure surveillance -Ensure surveillance
subsystems coverage of all EDG types specified

pieceparts and
-Define EDG critical failure -Ensure there are

[ boundary by modes test interval:
specifying specified for
pieceparts at -Ensure test each surveillance
interfaces with efficiency type
other systems

-Ensure aging -Ensure testing

is considered schedules are
considered

-Ensure EDG demand
tests consider failure
mode frequency,
cause, and severity

i

-Ensure common cause
is considered

FIGURE B-1. ISSUES FOR DEFINING EDG SURVEILLANCE NEEDS (REVIEW ITEM B)
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Table B-1 generically suggests a diesel generator definition in
terms of its subsystems.

Has the assessment of diesel aenerator surveillance needs
identified the critical failure modes and orovided surveillance
coverace for them?

Critical failure modes are defined as those diesel generator
piecepart or subsystem failure modes that would fail the diesel
generator mission of successful start, load, and runtime as
specified in the surveillance plan. Critical failure modes can
be identified using reliability techniques such as Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA), as described in Reference B-2. All
critical failure modes must be identified and considered when
devising the diesel generator surveillance plan. Between-test
and b> tween-surveillance intervals should be established based on
the expected frequencies of the critical failure modes. The
concept of adequate surveillance coverage of critical failure
modes is referred to in the reliability literature as "test
adequacy." An "adequate" test is one that is capable of detect-
ing any of the critical failure modes with sufficicnt likelihood
that the diesel generator reliability target is ect.

Has an assessment been oerformed of noncatastroobic failures and
corditions that will. if left unattended. oroceed to catastrophic
diesel aenerator failure?

Some diesel generator critical failure modes are preceded by non-
catastrophic failures or conditions that are detectable through
test, inspection, or condition monitoring. The diesel generator
surveillance assessment should identify these and assess
surveillance needs by examining tradeoffs among:

e The diesel generator reliability target,

e The repair outage time for repair of the noncatas-
trophic failure or condition.

e The repair outage time if the noncatastrophic failure
or condition is allowed to progress to a catastrophic
failure.

e Any diesel generator surveillance outage time required
to detect the noncatastrophic failure or condition.

e The expected lag-time between when the noncatastreghic
precursor conoition becomes detectable, and when the
catastrophic failure occurs, versus the interval
between scheduled EDG outages.

It is cautioned that not all critical failure modes have non-
catastrophic precursors that are readily detectable. The ones
with nondetectable precursors are referred to as residual
failures. The only maintenance strategy for "residual" failures

B-7
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TABLE B-1

DEFINITION OF DIESEL SUBSYSTEMS

Inside the Boundary

Speed Contro1 - (includes governor, speed sensing,
frequency sensing, and fuel racks
positioning)

Fue] Supply - (includes equipment from the day tank
through injectors)

Fuel Storage -

Lube 011 - (includes prelube, preheating if

applicable)

Engine Cuoiing - (Diesel-specific cooling water)

Heat Sink - (Radiator or site service water system up
to and including inlet and outlet valves
of heat exchangers)

Exhaust -

Environment Contro1 - (Room temperature and humidity control)

Intake Air Supp1y -

Turbocharger -

(The casing and all components within, upDiese) Mechanica) -

to, but not including, attached pumps or
other piping systems)

Air Start - (includes starting air supply)

(including up to output breaker)Generator E1ectro Hechanica) -

Voitage Regu1ation/Fie1d'Fiash -

.

'

Start Contro) - (Autostart sensors, logic, remote manual
start capability)

Other ISC - (including trips, control room indica-
tions)

B-8
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4 Load Secuencer -
|

DC Power Supply -
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Synchronization Circuitry -

Service Water Supply -
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is to repair them as they occur. The only surveillance strategy
for residual failures is to ensure that the surveillance mix will
result in their detection when they occur.

The ability of a test or inspection to detect precursors to
catastrophic failures is referred to in References B-1 and B-2
as the efficiency of the test. An efficient test is one that has
a high likelihood of detecting precursors to nonresidual critical
failure modes.

Achieving efficient surveillance is important when the dominant i

diese: generator failure modes are of the nonresidual type, i.e., l
they have detectable precursors. An example of this type of |
condition is water in the EDG airstart system, which could result j
in a failure of the diesel generators to start (and, depending on
the commonalty of starting subsystems, could result in a common
cause failure of more than one diesel generator at a plant).

References B-1 and B 2 provide further discussion of the issue of
test efficiency. The determination of which critical failure
modes are residual and which have detectable precursors requires
an engineering evaluation. Once that determination has been
made, statistical and reliability techniques could be useful for
characterizing the detectability of the precursor, frequency of
occurrence, or relative repair times to use in the tradeoffs
suggested above. Use of these techniques is discussed in
Reference B-2.

Has the assessment of EDG surveillance needs considered detection
of acina conditions? .

The definition of aging used herein is defined to include both
the time-related detericratioa of EDG pieceparts or subsystems
and the equipment-use-related wearout of pieceparts or subsystems
due to diesel generator cycling. Assessment of the EDG
surveillance needs should include an assessment of any special
surveillance needed to detect deterioration of the diesel
generators due to aging phenomena. I

Aging of EDG subsystems or pieceparts could be mani fested by
increased frequency and/or duration of repairs or changes in
measurable physical conditions such as crankcase temperature or
pressure, lube oil. pressure, starting air pressure, or cycling
frequency, etc. Since piecepart or subsystem aging will

eventually show up as degraded diesel generator performance
unless the aged parts are repaired or replaced, the surveillance
assessment should include assessing the need to provide
surveillance or condition monitoring to detect these conditions.
The first step in this process is to identify which portions of
the EDG are expected to age quickly. The second step is to
identify measurable physical conditions that can be used to
detect the aging process. Finally, surveillance can be specified
to detect changes in the measurable physical conditions.

B-10
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Reference B 3 provides a detailed discussion af aging phenomena
and the detectable physical conditions that accompany aging for
various types of components and pieceparts.

Has the assessment of the EDG surveillance needs considered the
need to detect common cause failures?

The assessment of surveillance needs s'iould consider two types of
hardware comon cause failures: (1) "hard-wired" common cause
failures due to the dependency of more than one diesel generator
on a single supporting subsystem and (2) common cause failures
due to a single common cause shock. An example of the hard-wired
type of common cause failure is the dependence of more than one

diesel generator on a common diesel fuel tank. An example of a
single common cause shock resulting in failure of more than one
diesel generator could be a common moisture problem in the air
start accumulators that provide starting air to the diesel
generators. Both types of common cause failure mechanisms must
be identified and the needs for surveillance to detect potential
common cause faults assessed.

The surveillance needs to protect against common cause failures
must be assessed based on a reliability target for the EDG
system, as opposed to the target for an individual diesel
generator. The reliability target for the EDG system will depend
on the system configuration at an individual plant and therefore
is plant specific. In general, the target for the EOG system
will be more constraining than for an individual diesel
generator, which will result in more intensive surveillance needs
for the system than for an individual diesel generator. As

always, the frequency of occurrence of the common cause shock,
which results in the common cause failure, repair times, and

can bewhether or not precursors to the common cause failure
identified will also impact the type and frequency of
surveillance.

Hard wired common cause failures can be identified by

performing a f ault tree analysis of .the EDG system to the
piecepart level of detail or through use of an FMEA. In fact,

the analysis to identify the diesel generator critical failure
modes, if accomplished with identification of hard-wired common

cause failures in mind or if done at the EDG system level, will
result in identifying hard-wired common cause failure modes.
Single piecepart or subsystem failure modes that result in
failure of more than one diesel generator represent hard-wired
common cause failures modes, and the above techniques are all
capable of identifying these. Reference B-2 discusses identifi-
cation of critical failure modes and therefore, by extension,
hard-wired common cause failure modes, using FMEA and fault tree
analysis.

A common cause system is defined as a set of components that are
all subjected to a particular common cause shock or a particular
type of cemmon cause shock. Identification of common cause

B-11
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systems that are not hard-wired can hypothetically be'

accomplished through application of a four step process:

1. Develop a fault tree for the EDG system to the piecepart
level of detail (useful for hard-wired common cause failure
mode identification, also).

2. Extend tbr EDG piecepart fault tree to the failure cause
level. Failure causes with potential conmon cause
significance are shown in Table B-2, which are the EPRI/NRC
cause codes from Reference B-4.

3. Obtain the reduced Boolean equation corresponding to the
failure cause tree developed in step 2 above. A Boolean
reduction code such as SETS, FTAP, or CAFTA can be used for i
this step.

4. Identify and collect all the single-term cut sets from the <

Boolean reduction process. These represent ootential common
cause systems. Additional engineering assessment is ;

required to prioritize these and devise surveillance types ;

'and intervals to protect against them.

The above is a formalized process for identifying potential and
'

nonobvious common cause systems. The process is described in
more detail in Reference B-5. It has been developed in theory

,

but has not, at the time of publication of these guidelines, been
<

demonstrated in practice. An alternative method is to assess
common cat.se systems using engineering judgment.

Has the assessment of EDG demand test intervals considered the
causes and severities of dominant failure modes?,

Figure B-2 represents (conceptually) the stress on a standby.

diesel generator through a cycle that includes: (1) in standby,
(2) start-up for demand testing, (3) run during demand testing, ,

(4) shutdown, and (5) return to standby status. The stresses
during standby are due to environmental factors that produce !

,

oxidation, corrosion, thickening of lubricants, stratification of
i fuel, accumulation of moisture, etc. The stresses during the :

test cycle are due principally to factors that occur during
diesel operation such as vibration, wear, mechanical stresses,

;

i and electrical contact burning due to arcing. Both types of
stresses, those that result in failure while the diesel
generator is in standby (standby stresses) and those that result
in failure when the diesel generator is started and operated for
a demand test (demand stresses), are capable of producing catas-
trophic diesel generator failure, or alternatively, the need to *

repair a detected noncatastrophic failure or condition.

The partition of EDG failures by cause (standby stress-caused and
; demand stress-caused) and by severity (catastrophic failure or

noncatastrophic failure requiring diesel generator outage for
repair) leads to a situation where there is an optimum demand

B-12
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TABLE B-2

EPRI/NRC CAUSE CODES *

Design / Manufacturing / Construction InadequacyD -

Plant Definition Requirements InadequacyDR -

Design Error or InadequacyDE -

Manufacturing Error or InadequacyDM -

Construction Error or InadequacyDC -

Other (explain)DX -

Procedures Inadequacy (ambiguous, incomplete, erroneous)P -

Defective Operational ProcedureP0 -

Defective Maintenance ProcedurePM -

Defective Calibration / Test ProcedurePC -

Other (explain)PX -
,

Human Actions, Plant StaffH -

Failure to Follow ProceduresHP -

Misdiagnosis (followed wrong procedure)HM -

Accidental ActionHA -

Other (explain)HX -

MaintenanceM -

Scheduled Preventive Maintenance (including surveillanceMS -

tests and calibration)
Forced Maintenance (repair of a known failure)MF -

Abnormal Environmental StressE -

Electromagnetic InterferenceEE -

Moisture (spray, flood, etc.)EM -

FireEF -

ET - Temperature (abnormally high or low)
Radioactive Radiation (irradiation)ER -

Chemical ReactionsEC -

Vibration loadsEV -

Impact LoadsEI -

Human-Caused External EventEH -

Acts of NatureEN -

Internal (internal to component, piecepart ambientI -

environmental stress)

Internal to Component, PiecepartIC -

Ambient Environmental StressIE -

Unknown0 -

.-

*From Reference B-4.
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test interval. This. can be seen by considering the four i

categories of failures resulting from the above double-partition,
namely:

1. Catastrophic failures due to standby stress causes.

2. Catastrophic failures due to demand stress causes.

3. Noncatastrophic failures resulting in a need to repair due
to standby stress causes.

4. Noncatastrophic failures resulting in a need to repair due
to demand stress causes.

To provide timely detection of catastrophic diesel generator
f failures of the category 1 type, frequent demand tests should

be conducted. However, frequent demand tests could result in
frequent repair outages of the category 2 and category 4 types.

,

| Therefore, the optimum demand test interval is obtained by
balancing the expected diesel generator unreliability due to
standby stress-caused catastrophic failures with the expected
repair outage unavailability due to demand stress-caused require-
ments to repaie. The actual mix of the four categories of
failure types is thought to be diesel generator dependent and
therefore plant specific. 4

Reference B-6 provides a more detailed description of the
dependence of diesel generator reliability on test interval for
various assumed mixes of the above four failure categories.
Reference B-7 alsn discusses this influence on demand test inter-
val s .

Surveillance needs using the above model can be assessed using a
data analysis to partition failure modes into the four -

,

categories. Thus, this can only be accomplished for diesel'

generators with an operating history. A conservative estimate of
upper limits on demand test intervals can be obtained by assuming

,

all failure modes are standby stress caused. A data analysis to'

partition the failure modes will generally result in signifi-
,

cantly larger acceptable demand test intervals than the conserva-|

| tive assumptions would indicate. Engineering considerations,
! such as corrosion, wear, or fluid stratification, may indicate

the need for longer or for shorter test intervals.'

Has a surveillance olan for the EDG s_vstem been prepared?

t

The assessment of surveillance needs must be codified in an EDG
surveillance plan. Since this plan is one of the documents that
must be reviewed as part of the EDG reliability program review,
it r.ust contain evidence that all the above "surveillance
needs" issues were considered in the assessment of EDG surveil-
lance. This plan must list the types of surveillance to be "

employed, the intervals between surveillance for each type, and
any schedules that will be used to synchronize surveillance among

.

! B-15
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|
' diesel generators in the EDG system, or between the diesel

generators and equipment in other systems, e.g., with emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) pump testing. Each of the above
decisions concerning surveillance type, surveillance intervals,
and surveillance schedules should be accompanied by a description
of the rationale and assessments that led to the decisions.
Also inclujed in the surveillance plan must be discussion of any
considerations for surveillance that result from performance
monitoring requirements for the EDG system. These considerations
could include surveillance types or intervals that are set solely
to support the performance monitoring techniques to be employed.
Proposed surveillance should also be reconciled with technical
specification requirements and with any other regulatory
requirements or guides for surveillance of the EDG system.

The EDG surveillance plan should not be written as a static
document. Operational experience could indicate that either more
or less intensive surveillance than originally assessed is
needed. Thus, the surveillance plan must allow for possible
changes in surveillance as these changes become necessary or
desirable. To accomplish this, the surveillance plan should call
for periodic reassessments of the surveillance needs of the EDG
system. Changes could be based on operational experience with the
system or based on research or other plant findings.

B.3 INTERFACES WITH OTHER EDG RELIABILITY PROGRAM REVIEW ITEMS

Review of the assessment of surveillance needs for the EDG system should be
coordinated with the review of the EDG reliability target (Review Item A)
and review of the performance indicators (Review Item C) that will be used.
The surveillance of the EDG system must support the calculations used to
estimate whether or not the reliability target is being met. The
surveillance types and schedules must also provide the information used to
track EDG performance in a broader context to spot possible degradations orrecurring failures.

The following process can be used to ensure that the specification of EDG
surveillance as described in the surveillance plan will provide the needed
information for estimating -whether or not the EDGs are meeting the
reliability target and for detecting possible performance degradations that
may be occurring:

1. The following data are required to estimate the EDG
reliability (see Appendix A):

e Base operational period and base number of trials i
involving a diesel generator mission simulation.

Number of catastrophic failures in the base period.e !

e Number of diesel generator attempted starts in the base
period and the number of failures to start.

B-16
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e Total diesel generator operating time (i.e., running

time) during the base period and total number of
failures experienced while running.

2. Compose a list of the data necessary for operation of the
Idiesel generator performance tracking system (Review

Item C), including .ty.pt of data and freauency with which it '

must be taken.

3. Reconcile the lists in 1 and 2 above to obtain the list
of data necessary to estimate the EDG reliability relative
to the target and the list necessary for detecting possible
performance degradations.

4. Match the list in 3 to the information flow that would be
generated by application of the DG surveillance plan.

As a further review check, it should be verified that the review of the

data system capabilities (Review Item G) verifies that the reliability

program data storage and retrieval system specifies explicitly that all
the data types in the list developed in step 3 above will be stored and are
retrievable.

1
l
|
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C.1 INTRODUCTION

Emergency diesel generator reliability programs should not only specify EDG
surveillance, which provides a "snapshot" view of EDG reliability and
operability at periodic intervals, but should also contain provisions for
trackina EDG performance, using the results of successive surveillances. In

this way trends in reliability and operability, and the engineering
conditions related to these, can be observed. This performarice tracking
aspect of an acceptable EDG reliability program will provide the basis for
detecting deteriorating EDG performance and instituting corrective actions
before the performance becomes unacceptable (i.e., the EDG reliability falls
below the target value).

The performance monitoring aspect of the reliability program provides the
necessary information on EDG performance to trigger preventive maintenance
cctions. An acceptable EOG reliability program will contain adequate
provisions for performance monitoring. These "adequate provisions" are
addressed in Section C.2 in terms of the characteristics that the'

performance monitoring portion of an EDG reliability program must have.

As used herein, performance monitoring is defined to include two types of
monitoring activities: condition monitoring and reliability monitoring.4

.

Condition monitoring refers to means by which the state of a component,
! subsystem, piecepart, or engineering condition is tracked over time or use

and includes the criteria for alerting when abnormal conditions or trends
are observed. Examples of condition monitoring for EDGs are: tracking lube
oil pressure or crank case pressure and temperature; measurement of
moisture content in starting air systems; tracking water jacket outlet
temperature while the EDG is running; and periodic measurements of

' electrical contacts to detect and track corrosion or burning. Reliability

| monitoring for EDGs refers to the tracking of component, subsystem, or
piecepart failures or repairs with the objective of providing an alert when
the failure / repair frequency, or trends in frequency, indicate a '

deteriorating condition. Examples of EDG reliability monitoring include:
direct tracking of repair frequency; tracking of repair frequency for.

failures of specific types, e.g., by distinguishing among failure severities
or failure causes; and tracking repair or failure frequencies of EDG
subsystems such as the governor or automatic actuation system. Whereas
condition monitoring is primarily an engineering activity, reliability

7 monitoring is primarily a statistical activi~y.
l

! The performance monitoring techniques and issues discussed in this appendix
are primarily for the.use of plant personnel who are operating the EOG
reliability program. They provide plant personnel a means of recognizing
and anticipating EDG performance problems. They are included in this dis-
cussion of EDG reliability programs to provide the NRC with a basis for

;
' assessing the adequacy of this aspect of EDG reliability programs. These

monitoring techniques may eventually result in useful information that NRC
personnel may choose to use directly to evaluate industry EDG performance.
However, because of the large amount of information that they generate,
considerable research effort is required before these component-specific<

techniques can be adapted to NRC direct use. An interim EDG failure
tracking scheme, consistent with the EDG reliability goal as presented in

j the approach to resolving USI A 44 (Station Blackout), is presented in

<

C5
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Appendix A. This failure tracking scheme 11 appropriate for NRC direct use
to monitor EDG reliability performance.

Section C.2 of this appendix identifies the issues that must be addressed in
an EOG performance monitoring program in order that the program be
acceptable in this regard. Thus, Section C.2 identifies the EDG performance
monitoring review items. Section C.2 is partitioned according to the
structure presented in Figure C-1. Section C.3 identifies those performance
monitoring review items that must be coordinated with review of other
review items.

|
|

C.2 CONSIDERATIONS FOR EVAltlATING EDG PERFORMANCE MONITORING

I This section identifies the detailed review items for reviewing EDG
performance monitoring approaches that are proposed as part of an EDG

i! reliability program; '

C.2.1 EDG Condition Monitorina

Condition monitoring of emergency diesel generators refers to the process of
obtaining information about the state of engineering conditions that impact
EDG reliability. The information may be obtained either directly (for
example, direct measurement of the moisture content of the air start systen,
or direct observation of corrosion or burning of electrical contacts) or
indirectly (for example, measurement of metallic particles in the lubrica-
tion system as an indicator of bearing or cylinder wear or measurement of
acoustic vibrations as an indicator of crankshaft alignment problems or
bearing wear). To be effective, the condition monitoring program must be
applied to engineering conditions that are: (1) characterized by a
measurable, precursor condition that is known to be related to an important
EDG failure mode, (2) convenier.tly and practically measured without
incurring an inappropriately large EDG outage time, and (3) accurate andgive a minimum number of false indications.

C.2.1.1 Example EDG Conditions to Monitor

Reference C-1 lists examples of conditions to monitor to provide a hign
degree of assurance of EDG operability. These condition monitoring
parameters have been abstracted from this reference and are shown in Tables
C-1 through C-4. They represent examples of parameters to monitor at
periods of per shift, daily, weekly, monthly, and start /run/ load tests, and
yearly or refueling cycle.

The condition monitoring parameters measured and recorded should be
subjected to trend analysis so that problem area: can be identified.
Graphical techniques are the preferred method of trending EDG parameters;
however, a simple listing of the parameter can sometimes provide insight
into a trend. For example, if cylinder temperatures started to rise, it
would be readily noticed on a graph; however, it would also be noted if the
temperatures were listed in chronological order.

Other EDG test requirements should not be overlooked. Some examples include
but are not limited to fuel oil, lube oil, and jacket water chemical

C-6
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TABLE C-1. PER SHIFT CHECKS

.

-

iTo be performed by an auxiliary operator as part of routine shift walk-
|through:

1. The remote / local start switch in the remote position
2. The atto/ manual. start switch in the auto position
3. The fuel oil level (day tank)
4. The lube oil level
5. The jacket water / cooling water expansion tank level

.

6. Diesel generator keep warm system
Lube oil temperature, pressure
Jacket water temperature, pressure
Soak back pump pressure

7. Governor setting, automatic or manual
8. Starting air receiver pressure
9. Any fluid leakage should be noted
10. Barring device disengaged
11. Cleanliness of the area .

12. Starting air compressor should be checked for overheating
13. L.0. filter D/P
14. F.O. filter D/P
15. Duplex strainer / filters handle should not be in mid position, flow throughone filter only
16. Annunciator circuit

!

i
,

:

'

,

I
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TABLE C-2. DAI'.Y CHECK 3

(includes all of the pre shift checks plus)

1. Slowdown air receiver to check for moisture / water accumulated
2. Fuel oil storage tank level
3. EDG fire suppression system chee'.

|
l

............................................................................
1

TABLE C-3. WEEKLY CHELKS

(includes all of the daily and per shif t checks plus)

,

1. Associated circuit breakers / motor controllers
Racked in
Remote / manual in remote
Control fuses installed
Power to break verified :

Auto / manual in auto
Aligned to appropriate power source
Fault indicators (flags)

]

|

;
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TABLE C 4. EMEktlENCY DIESEL GENERATOR MONTHLY TEST DATA SHEET

(includes all of the per shift, daily, cad weekly checks plus the following) _

Pre-operational Check List
s

EDG 10 #:
'

Date: Time:
EDG Integrator Reading:
Starting Air Pressure, Receiver A: psig

Receiver 8: psig

Governor Setting: Automatic / Manual '

Fuel oil level, Day Tank gallons
Storage Tank gallons

Engine Cooling Water Expansion Tank level: inchesLube oil filter D/P:
Barring device disengaged:
Lube oil temperature:
Lube oil pressure: psig
Jacket water temperatura:
Jacket water pressure: psig
Duplex strainer in use:
Annunciator circuit check:

Operational Checklist

Time EDG Started:
Method of Starting:

Postoperational Checklist

Time EDG Secured:
Fuel oil level at end of run: (or amount of F.0. oil used)Lube oil sump level at end of run: gallons
EDG Integrator reading (time):

Other tests as required:
- starting air compressor operational checks

,

- alternate power supply operational checks
- F.O. transfer pump operability checks
- etc.

Filling of the day tank and fuel oil storage tank (if required)
should be accomplished immediately after the EDG is secured.
Any special tests associated with the fuel oil system should be
accomplished at this time.

C-10



TABLE C 4 (cont.). EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR MONTHLY TEST DATA SHEET

Hourly Readings
(to be recorded every hour during the test)

Jacket water pressure Fuel rack settings
Jacket water temperature (in) #1 cylinder (for each cylinder)
Jacket water temperature (out) #2 cylinder
Jacket water cooler 0/T #3 cylinder
Jacket water cooler D/P #4 cylinder
Water pressure to turbocharger #5 cylinder
Water pressure from turbocharger #6 cylinder
Water temperature to turbocharger #7 cylinder

! Water temperature from turbocharger #8 cylinder
#9 cylinder

| Engine oil pressure
L.0. cooler outlet temperature #10 cylinder

L.O. cooler inlet temperature Turbocharger RPM
L.0. filter inlet pressure Engine RPM
L.O. filter outlet pressure KW

Oil press to turbocharger Volts
011 temperature from turbocharger Frequency (Hz)
Turbocharger inlet air temperature Amps

After cooler air temperature Kilovars
After cooler air pressure Alternator winding temperature

Alternator bearing temperature
EDG vibration (mils)
Crankcase pressure

#1 Cylinder exhaust temperature (for each cylinder)
#2 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#3 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#4 Cylinder exhaust temperature-

#5 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#6 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#7 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#8 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#9 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#10 Cylinder exhaust temperature
Turbine exhaust pressure
Turbine exhaust temperature
Turbine exhaust backpressure
F.0. filter inlet pressure
F.0. filter outlet pressure
F.0. temperature

, ,

,
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analysis. Fuel oil should be tested when brought on site and analyzed for
conformance to the appropriate American Society of Testing and Materials
(ASTM) standard. Standard technical specifications currently require this
test every 92 days. Engine cooling water should be analyzed as recommended
by the manufacturer (i.e., chromate and antifreeze concentrations). Lube
oil analysis should also be performed in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions and the appropriate ASTM standard. Trending of these
parameters should also be accomplished, as they too can provide some
valuable insight. For example, if lube oil analysis shows additional wateraccumulation each month, it may be an indication of a leaking lube oil
cooler, or if the chromate concentration in the jacket water decreases
rapidly, it may be an indication of a jacket water leak. Other component
tests may also be required, such as the governor or relay. Those components
should be tested as required by the manufacturer, keeping in mind the
operability requirements of the EDG.

There have also been several recommendations regarding additional testing.
When viewed from the function of an EDG at a nuclear power facility, thistesting may or may not be justified. One such recommendation is circuitdiagnostic testing. Because of the automatic starting circuitry, this may
be an insurmountable task and introduce new and unwanted failure modes to
the function of the EDG, Any new testing should be evaluated to ensure that
new and unwanted failure modes and mechanisms are not introduced.

Although this appendix has mainly addressed mechanical components, it is not
intanded to place a lower priority on electrical, instrumentation, orcontrol systems. In fact, the instrumentation and control systems are
considered by some to have the highest incidence of failure among the EDG
support systems. For those items, the appropriate tests and checks shouldbe performed as required by technical specifications, manufacturer's
recommendations, etc.

C.2.1.2 Technical Issues for EDG Condition Monitoring

The following items should be reviewed to provide assurance that an EDG
condition monitoring scheme, established as part of an EDG reliability
program, has the featurra necessary to be successful.

Have the enaineerina conditions to be monitored been explicitly
identified?

The first and most obvious feature that is necessary for a
successful EDG condition monitoring program is that the engineer-
ing conditions that are to be monitored as part of the program
must be explicitly identified. Examples of engineering conditions
to be monitored were shown in Tables C-1 through C-4. Although
this list represents a good "start" at identi fying an EDG
condition monitoring program, each plant may wish to institute its
own scheme, in order to treat the particular problems experienced
by each diesel. Because there appear to be differences in the
reliability problems experienced by different plants, even among
those using the same types of diesels, each plant must provide at
least a nominal justification for the particular choice of a set
of engineering conditions that it will monitor. It is not

C-12



necessary for any plant to monitor All engineering conditions
identified - only those important ones that could prevent the EDG i

Jfrom achieving the reliability target.

Listed below are specific questions that should be answered by the
diesel generator user:

e Are all key parameters such as temperatures (cooling water, !
lube oil, bearings, exhaustgases), pressures (cylinders,
fuel, lube oil, air), speed, torque, load or vibration
levels monitored?

e Are there sufficient test points for each parameter?

e Is the monitoring equipment properly calibrated and accurate
'

,

over time?

e Is the response of the monitoring equipment rapid enough for
adequate correlation of operating changes and parameter
variations particularly under test conditions?

e Are the data recorded with a satisfactory frequency and
accuracy? -

e Are all additions of fuel, lube oil, cooling water treatment
"chemicals, etc., recorded accurately (time, type, quantity)?

e Are all fluids (fuel, lube oil, cooling water) sampled at a
sufficient frequency?

e Are the fluid samples representative (sampling point, i

volume, time at which the sample is taken in relation to
other events) and the analyses properly specified?

e Are all operations of drains, blowdowns, and vents recorded
accurately (time, duration) along with the reasons for these
operations?

For a new unit, care should be taken to specify instrumentation
and procedures that meet the requirements of the condition moni-
toring program.i

Have alert level s . or criteria for corrective action. been
identified for each enaineerina condition to be monitored?

Alert levels, or criteria for corrective action, must be
identified for each of the engineering conditions contained in
the set to be monitored as part of the EDG condition monitoring
program. Alert levels are normally as simple as a minimum and/or
maximum value for a parameter or a trend in a parameter. They
also include combinations of condition levels (e.g., high

| crankcase pressure coupled with high temperature). A single
engineering condition may have a multiplicity of alert l evel s ,'

'some of whic.h merely alert the operator that a long-term<

,

C-13
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phenomenon is continuing to progress at some rate toward eventual
degradation. An example is the continuous change in acoustic
vibration level at a given set of frequencies that may be tied to
some wear-out phenomena. The actual "alert" may be a spectruin
frequency level whereby the decision may be made, for the sake of
prudence, to overhaul a portion of the EDG at the next scheduled
reactor shutdown. Thus, the alert may require immediate action,

! or simply result in a preventive maintenance action .at some
specified time in the future. Both the alert level value and a
simple statement of the probable action to be taken should be
presented as part of the condition monitoring plan.,

Are there procedures for conductina the condition monitorina?

The EDG condition monitoring program should be formalized in a4

set of procedures that contain checklists for the conditions
monitored, monitoring frequencies, alert levels, and action
statements for plant use. Examples of condition monitoring
checklists were presented in Tables C-1 through C-4. These
checklists also implicitly contain the condition monitoring
frequency, since there are separate checklists for. checks per
shift, daily, weekly, etc. Alert levels and action statements
would be condition specific and are highly dependent on the
expected lag-time between observation of the engineering
condition and the EDG failure mode related to the condition;

) severity of EDG failure by the failure mode related to the
i observed condition; and EDG repair outage time to correct the

observed condition, compared to the repair outage time required
if the condition were allowed to proceed to failure. These
considerations should be implicit in the condition monitoring
procedures.

1

i Has .iustification been oiven for the monitorina freauencies for
i the EDG conditions to be monitored?

As previously discussed, the frequencies with which the various'

EDG engineering conditions are to be sampled, or monitored, depend<

on the nature of the conditions and how they are related to the
EDG failure mode that is being protected against. These
frequencies must be set based on the expected lag-time from
observing the failure precursor condition to the subsequent
failure mode; whether the observed condition is a direct observa-

| tion of a condition that will impact reliability, or an indirect
i observation of a condition that will eventually result in <

deteriorated reliability; and the severity of the failure if ths
failure mode were to occur. These considerations must be expli-

'

citly discussed in the condition monitoring frequency
justification.

i

Has consideration been oiven to the EDG outaae time reautred to '

perform the condition monitorina?

I
It is almost always beneficial from the standpoint of EDG
availability to incur EDG outage time for the purpose of

C-14
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condition monitoring, which leads to preventive maintenance, in
order to avoid the subsequent EDG failures that would be
experienced had the preventive maintenance not been performed.
However, it is still incumbent upon the licensee to ensure that |
EDG outages for condition monitoring and preventive maintenance -

do not become excessive. That is, the licensee's condition
monitoring program must reflect the , tradeoff on EDG reliability
(as calculated in Appendix A) between preventive maintenance and;

i EDG failure (and subsequent corrective maintenance).

Are there provisions in the EDG reliability oroaram to alter the

( condition monitorina perfor_med in response to updated information
or monitorina technioues becomina available? i

It is inevitable that the appropriate set of monitored parameters ,.

and frequency of monitoring will change over time. This is true
for two reasons: (1) because of wearout and aging mechanisms,

i the important EDG failure causes are expected to change with ,

time, and (2) additional failure information, and improved
techniques for condition monitoring, will almost certainly result
in a changed perception of the appropriate condition monitoring
for an individual EDG. Therefore,-it is important that the EDG
reliability program have provisions for periodically reviewing .

!and updating the condition monitoring performed on the diesel
generators.;

i !s the proposed condition monitorina plan supported by the

| orocosed EDG surveillance?
,

! Since condition monitoring is included as a type of surveillance, i

the review of EDG cendition monitoring must be coordinated with -

review of EDG surveillance to ensure that there is absolute
consistency between the surveillance planned and the condition t

monitoring planned.

C.2.2 EDG Reliability Monitorina
,

!
The purpose of reliability monitoring is to provide an overall, summary-type
reliability assessment of the EDG or of individual EDG subsystems. Whereas
condition monitoring is primarily an engineering activity, reliability t

monitoring is primarily a statistical activity. Reliability monitoring is i
not intended to be a replacement for condition monitoring. It is intended

,

i to 'ugment a condition' monitoring program. It is necessary to consider
using reliability monitoring in conjunction with condition monitoring

!.
because, while condition monitoring provides a defense against individual, |

identified failure modes that have detectable precursor conditions
i associated with them, reliability monitoring provides an overall summary

measure of the total impact of all failure modes, including those associated,

with the concurrent effects of several off-normal conditions operating -

,
- together to produce EDG failure, which might not be aetected if only

condition monitoring were used.

Reliability monitoring can be applied to the entire EDG system or to

| individual subsystems such as the air start subsystem or the governor

I
1
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subsystem. It can also be applied to classes of pieceparts, e.g., the
overall reliability of all small valves, or all electrical contacts used in
the emergency electric power system can be monitored. An application such
as this could have value as a monitoring system designed to detect aging
mechanisms that could have common cause implications. At the very least,
the licensee should use the summary failure tracking scheme described in
Appendix A for NRC overview use. This failure tracking scheme is a type of
reliability monitoring.

The following subsections present some examples of reliability monitoring
techniques to further define their use (Section C.2.2.1) and present the
issues that must be addressed to review the adequacy of reliability
monitoring schemes proposed as part of an EDG reliability program (Section
C.2.2.2).

C.2.2.1 Example EDG Reliability Monitoring Techniques
,

The following presents a sample of some statistically based techniques that
could be used to track EDG reliability or to indicate degradation or
improvement in performance over time. A more detailed discussion of these
techniques is provided in Reference C 2. Techniques of a similar nature are,

discussed in Reference C-3. It is emphasized that these tracking techniques
are intended 2DlX as examples to indicate the nature of such techniques and

2 how they could be used and are not intended to be a recommended set of
approaches to reliability monitoring. Indeed, since reliability monitoring
is a developing art, there may be approaches that are superior to the ones
outlined here; the techniques presented herein are not meant to be review
standards.

u

Tests to indicate if the failure or repair frecuency has chanced over time
4

Repair frequency has been identified as a reasonable measure of equipment
aging or degradation (Ref. C 3) in some cases, especially the frequency of
unscheduled repairs. Therefore, an indication of either a gradual or an
abrupt change in the EDG repair frequency may be associated with a
reliability problem that should be corrected. Change in repair frequency
can be detected by plotting the occurrence dates of the repair actions on a,

timeline, as indicated in Figure C-2(a). Several methods can be used to
provide a numerical basis for evaluating whether or not any trends noted in
the repair occurrence-time plot are likely to represent actual changes in
the repair frequency.

If the repair occurrence-time plot seems to indicate a somewhat abrupt
change in the repair frequency, a Mann-Whitney test can be used to test the
statistical significance of the indicated change. This procedure is
described in detail in Reference C-2. An abbreviated outline of the process
is given below.

,

1. Rank the times-between-repairs, as shown in Figure C-2(b),
from smallest (rank 1) to largest. (Ref. C2 gives the
procedure for tied ranks.)

: I

l
'
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2. Partition the segment of repair history under analysis into
two parts, representing "recent operating history" and
"earlier operating history."

3. Obtain the Mann-Whitney statistics for the means and vari-
ance of the means of the ranks in each partitioned part.

4. Since the mean ranks are approximately normally distributed,
;

the unit normal distribution is used to test if the mean of |
the ranks in "recent operating history" is significantly l
different (in a statistical sense) from the mean of ranks in |
"earlier operating history."

A statistically significant difference in the rank nieans, as indicated in
the test in step 4 above, would lend quantitative support to the
observation that the repair frequency has changed between early and recent
operating history.

A numerical example is now given to illustrate the Mann Whitney test for
differences in EDG repair frequency between recent operating history and
earlier operating history.

Examole Mann-Whitney Test to Coroare Current Reoair Freauency to Past
Frecuency

1. Assume that the repair and failure events fall on the timeline with
relative event occurrence dates as shown below. The intervals between
events are ranked, also as shown below, from smallest to largest.

rarts 14 5 11 13 9.5 12 3 5 7 8 2 9.5 1 5
,

e.gnt C 3.2 4.2 6.3 8.8 10.3 12.5 13.2 14.2 15.3 16.7 17.3 18.8 19.2 20.2

1==*
dates partitim

(a1Y)

2. The intervals between events are ranked, as shown above. For ties,
the average rank is used. In the above, there are two sets of ties.
The first occurs at ranks 4, 5, and 6, all of which are tied. The
average is (4 + 5 + 6)/3 - 5. Therefore, rank 5 is used for all of
these, and the ranking continues with rank 7. 'he next tie or. curs at
ranks 9 and 10. The average is (9 + 10)/2 - 9 1/2, and rank 9 1/2 is
used for both of these.

3. The correction to the variance for tied ranks is computed from the
above as:

2

ETj - (ni-1)ni(ni+1) + (n2-1)n2("2+1)
j1

- (3-1)3(3+1) + (2-1)2(2+1)
- 30
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4. The analysis segment is partitioned at the arrow in step 1 above. The
times between events to the right of the arrow are to be considered
"recent operating history." This partitioning is entirely at the
user's discretion but should be done so that roughly half the event
intervals occur on either side of the partition. In this case, there
are 8 intervals in "recent operating history," and 6 intervals in "past
operating history." Thus:

N=8+6
= 14

n=8

5. The Z statistic (unit standardized normal) is estimated using:

R - (N + 1)/2z-
y#'R

To estimate z, the terms R and aR must be estimated.

6. R is estimated by summing all the ranks contained in the "recent
opersting history" segment, and dividing by the number of segments:

R = (3 + 5 + 7 + 8 + 2 + 9 1/2 + 1 + 5)/8

= 40.5/8

= 5.0625

27. a is estimated by:

2 R = N(N2 - 1) - Ej T_4 ,N-n0
_

12Nn N-I

where Ej Tj was calculated in step 3 to be 30

2
a R = 14(14 - 1) - 30 14 - 8.

12(14)(7) 14 - 1

= 1.05965

8. Calculate z using the expression in step 5 above:

z - 5,0625 - 7,5

-fl.059655
-2700 - (.461538)

1.176

- -2.3679
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9. Obtain f for z = 2.3679 from a standard normal distributionzfunction.

fz .009

Since fz < .02, the Kruskal Wallis correction should not be applied.

10. The interpretation is that there is only a 0.9% chance of getting as
many small ranks as observed in "recent operating history," as compared|

I to past operating history, if the process had agl changed. Therefore,
it is concluded that the process hn changed and that the repair (or,

failure) frequency has increased.| <

,

f If the repair occurrence-time plot seems to indicate a aradual change with
( time (e.g., a gradual degradation process), a somewhat different trending

approach may be appropriate (although the Mann-Whitney test could still be'

used for this). Figure C-3 shows the between-repair interval ranks in
Figure C-2(b) plotted versus their occurrence times. A statisticali

} regression analysis could be performed on the data shown in this plot, and
f the slope of the regression line tested for significance. A statistically
( significant negative slope would indicate an increase in repair frequency
' over time. It is not necessary to partition the analysis segment into

"recent" and "earlier" operating history to perform this test. Reference C-
2 also discusses this trending technique in detail. Caution must be used in
accepting the significance level of the slope test since the normality
assumptions usually made for regression analysis do not exactly apply in
this case. However, the test can be used as an indicator of a trend in the
repair frequency.

A test to indicate chances in EDG failure cause

This reliability tracking test provides a way of detecting if the type of
failure cause 2xperienced by the EDG bas changed over time. The test is for
a change in the orocortion of repair actions in respor.se to demand stress
causes, compared to those due to standby stress causes; the change does not
necessarily result in a change in the freauency of EDG repair actions as a
whole, although it could. Such a change could come about due to wearout or
aging mechanisms, or as a result of instituting a change in preventive
naintenance, which predominantly affects one failure cause type.

This tracking scheme uses a normal approximation to the binomial to test if
the relative proportion of repairs due to standby stress or demand stress
failures has changed between "recent operating history" and "earlier
operating history." Thus, the history of EDG repair actions must be
partitioned into these two parts, t.s in the Mann-Whitney test. Also, each
repair action must be tagged as being standby stress caused, or demand
stress caused.

Reference C 2 contains a Stailed description of this tracking scheme. The
procedure is briefly summarized in the steps below:

1. The EDG repair history to be analyzed is partitioned into "recent" and
"earlier" operating history.

C-20
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2. The number of standhy stress-caused and demand-stress- caused repair
|events are recorded in each segment of operating history. A cross-

classified table is developed, as shown in Table C-5.

3. The proportion of demand-stress and standby-stress-caused repair j

actions in "recent" and "earlier" operating history are statistically !

tested using the normal approximation to the binomial (Ref. C-2) to |
indicate if these proportions have changed between ea' lier and recent
operating history.

A numerical example of using the normal approximation to the binomial to
test for a change in failuro cause type between operating history and
earlier operating history is given below:

Examole Acoroximation to Binomial Test for Chanaes in Failure Cause

1. Partition the analysis segment into "recent operating history" and
"earlier operating history."

2. Count standby-stress-caused failures and demand-stress-caused failures
in each partitioned part of the analysis segment. For example:

Segment 1 Segment 2

(Earlier (Recent
Operating Operating
History) History) Totals

Standby Stress 10 - nii 3 - n21 13 - n,1

Demand Stress 6 - n12 15 n22 21 - n.2

TOTALS 16 - ni, 18 - n2. 34 * "

3. Estimate proportion' of standby stress failures to total failures as

13/34 .382353 - 0

4. Get smallest product of four combinations nj, n,j/n - P

If P > 4, normal approximation is acceptable. For example,
smallest n which implies that the
approximation, n j/n - (16)(13)/34

6.12,;
i ii acceptable.
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TABLE C-5. FAILURE CAUSE TYPE CROSS-CLASSIFIED WITH I

RECENT AND EARLIER OPERATING HISTORY

i

!

Earlier Operating Recent Operating
L Histor'y History Totals
!
I

Repairs of n = Number of n
33 y3 = Number of *3

n = Total number
standby stress standby stress standby stress of standby
caused failures repairs in repairs in stress
or conditions earlier recent repairs

operating operating
history history

;

1

Repairs of n12 * N"*D'# f "22 = Number of n *2 = Total numberdemand stress demand streso demand stre:4 of demand
caused failures repairs in repairs in stress
or conditions earlier recent repairs

operating operating
history history

i

n = Total number n = Total number n = Total number
* *

Totals repair 5 repairs of repairs
in earlier in recent of all types
operating operating
hi4 tory history

t

.

a

'

1
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5. In general ~
s

ps = 1 - 4 (nji ng, 1/2ni,) - (n21 n2. + 1/2n2.)/ /

gd (1 #) (1/ng, + 1/n2.)

pd " (0 12 ng, + 1/2n},) - (n22 "?. - 1/2n2.) |/ /

\ G8 (1-#) (1/ng, + 1/n2.)

6. Calculate the statistics:
,

ps=1-4[(10/16-1/2(2x161) -(3/18+1/2(2x181)h

( M8 (14) (1/16 + 1/18) ) '

ps = 1 - 4(3.416)

pd - 1 - 4 (6/16 + 1/(2x16)) (15/18 - 1/f2x181)

If (1-8) (1/16 + 1/18)

pd = 4(-2.341)

7. and p indicate significant chages in standby and demand stress
psfailures. dPerform table lookup for significance.

,

ps = .00032 (is significant at the 0.032% level)

pd = .0084 (is significant at the 0.84% level)

: Both indicate a definite change. Thus, standby-stress caused failure
frequency has decreased, and demand stress caused failure frequency has
increased.

A trackina scheme for EDG renair outace time unavailability !-

Tracking the proportion of time that an EDG spends out of-service for :

repairs can indicate that EDG performance is degrading with age or wear -

-

(increasing outage time unavailability) or that repair and maintenance
practices are becoming more effective (decreasing outage time;

unavailability). A technique for tracking EDG repair outage time unavaila- [

bility is presented in Reference C 2. This technique is summarized in the 1

steps below:
| !

t 1. Display the segment of repair history on a timeline that shows when
I each repair action was initiated.

2. Tag each repair or maintenance act by the EDG outage time required to-

complete the repair and restore the EDG to operable status.
-

.

,
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3. Cgpute a running estimate of repair outage unavailability. For the
j repair act' n, the estimate of repair unavailability is:

qj - r /Tj -

qj of the jtgf EDG repair unavailability at theEstimate time ;where
repair.

rj = Outage time required to complete the jth repair.
th and jth repair events.

'

Tj - Interval between " - i I
! 4. Plot the repair outage time u' 'bilities (qj's) versus the repair,

occurrence times.

5. Regress the repair outage times on repair occurrence times for the i

above plot and test slope for statistical significance. |

A statistically significant slope (either positive or nacative) would ;

provide quantitative substantiation to the argument that EDC .c.41r outage ;

time unavailability is changing with time. Of course, the ir% w: tation of '

this change is not inherent in the statistics. Engineering , ment and ;.

other information must be used to interpret the change in terms of
reliability or maintainability changes,

i A numerical example illustrating use of scatterplots and regression analysis
l to ind:cate if there is a change in EDG repair outage unavailability over

time is given below. |
j|

r
j t

Examole Reoair Unavailability Trackina Ootion
3 |

1. Assume the following set of repair actions constituting the analysis .

q

segment. The relative outage occurrence times, and the outage times f

,

are displayed on the timeline below.

N 18 12 26 8 30 4 12 1 .5 4 1 2 8 .5 3
,

u nt 0 3.24.2 6.3 8.8 10J 12.513.214.215.3 16.7 17.3 18.8 19.2 20.2
: wanm

tires ;

(Rib
,

2. The first step is to estimate the unavailability at each of the outage
; occurrence times. These are shown in the table below:

'

!
t

)
)

| C 25 ;
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Interval Unavailability Unavailability Occurrence
Interval Lenath Calculation (x.001) (x.001) Time

0 - 3.2 3.2 12/3.2 3.75 3.2
3.2 - 4.2 1.0 24/1.0 24.0 4.2
4.2 - 6.3 2.1 8/2.1 3.8 6.3
6.3 - 8.8 2.5 30/2.5 12.0 8.8
8.8 - 10.3 1.5_ 16/1.5 10.67 10.3

10.3 - 12.5 2.2 12/2.2 5.45 12.5
12.5 - 13.2 0.7 1/0.7 .l.43 13.213.2 - 14.2 1.0 0.5/1.0 0.5 14.2
14.2 - 15.3 1.1 4/1.1 3.64 15.3
15.3 - 16.7 1.4 1/1.4 0.71 16.716.7 - 17.3 0.6 2/0.6 3.33 17.3
17.3 - 18.8 1.5 8/1.5 5.33 18.8
18.8 - 19.2 0.4 0.5/0.4 1.25 19.219.2 - 20.2 1.0 3/1.0 3.0 20.2

3. The next step is to plot the repair unavailabilities (column 4 of the
above table) versus the repair occurrence times (column 5 of the above
table) . The plot is shown below.

30-
28-
26
24- '

22-
20-
18-
16-
14
12- .

10- -

8
6 - '.

.

'
; N''

.
,

0 3.2 4.2 6.3 8.8 '0.3 12.5 13.2 14.2 15.3 16.7 17.3 18.8 19.2 20.2~

4. The next step is to use the regression module to estimate the best
linear fit through the scatterplot. A hypothetical regression line is
also shown in the figure above.

5. Significance tests would be performed as part of the regression
analysis.

The possibilities are indicated in the following table,
j

!
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Pcsiti w slcpe haastin sicpa

>10% No trw d No trwd No tryd

<10E, >1% frdicatim of a trwd Irdicatie of ircrease in Irdicatim of du:risse in
remir umelleitItv reosf r uweltsititv

<1% Strcry irdicatim of Strers irdicatim of ripnir Strtre trdicatim of risair
runir th ireressire uvaitsitity ircreasirn umeHeitity decreasirn

6. If desired, smooth over several repair actions, and repeat steps 2 j

through 5.

Smoothino over 2 Reoair Actions (n = 2)

36 38 28 1.5 5 10 3.5

0 4.2 8.8 12.5 14.2 16.7 18.8 20.2

|

|
7. Table of intervals, unavailabilities, and occurrence dates for the

smoothed data.

Interval Unavailability Unavailability Occurrence
Interval Lenath Calculation (x 001) (x.001) Time

0 - 4.2 4.2 36/4.2 8.6 4.2
4.2 - 8.8 4.6 38/4.6 8.3 8.8
8.8 - 12.5 3.7 28/3.7 7.6 12.5

12.5 - 14.2 1.7 1.5/1.7 0.9 14.2
14.2 - 16.7 2.5 5/2.5 2.0 16.7
16.7 - 18.8 2.1 10/2.1 4.8 18.8
18.8 - 20.2 1.4 3.5/1.4 2.5 20.2

8. Plot repair unavailability (column 4) versus occurrence time (column
5).

e

8- ,

o

6-

*4-

2- -
,

3

0 4.2 8.S 12.5 14.2 16.7 18.8 20.2

9. The regression line and significance tasts are performed on the
smoothed data scatterplot as they are on the unsmoothed data.
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The above tracking techniques illustrate that methods .d_q exist to perform
reliability monitoring. Each licensee should evaluate what reliability
monitoring applications and techniques are appropriate for their EDGs.
There are a set of issues' that must be addressed to accomplish this
determination. These are discussed in the next section.

C.2.2.2 Technical Review Issues for EDG Reliability Monitoring

The following presents items to review to provide a degree of assurance that
EDG reliability monitoring established as part of an EDG reliability program
and in conjunction with a condition monitoring program has the features
necessary to be successful.

Has the reliability monitorina been directed toward EDG
subsystems that have historically been the major contributors to
EDG unreliability?

Appendix I lists diesel generator subsystems, by diesel
manufacturer, that have historically been major contributors to
EDG unreliability. Reference C-4 also contains an analysis of
EDG subsystem reliability by manufacturer Also listed are
those subsystems (by manufacturer) that have. proved reliable in
standby operation. Unless plant experience indicates otherwise,
reliability monitoring should be directed toward the major
contributors to EDG unreliability. Reliability monitoring should
also be directed toward EDG subsystem failures or problems that
the plant has experienced in the past unless these problems have
been corrected. Review of the EDG reliability monitoring
approach should veri fy that the monitoring effort is being
directed toward those areas where it is most likely to be needed.

Does the EDG sueveillance olan suoport the monitorina plan?

Tracking information that will be used to monitor EDG reliability
must come from surveillance of the EDGs. Therefore, the planned
surveillance of the EDGE must support the requirements of the
reliability monitoring plan. Information necessary to monitor
the reliability of the EDGs must be obtained as part of the
surveillance of the EDGs. Review of the reliability monitoring
approach must be coordinated with review of surveillance of the
EDGs to ensure that there is consistency between the information
required for monitoring and information likely to be generated
by surveillance.

Are there clear orocedures and assioned responsibilities for
implementina, conductina, and chanaina the oroDosed EDG relia-,

| bility monitorina scheme?

| The procedures to be used to monitor EDG reliability, including
I the statistical procedures that will be used as alert levels,

should be defined in the reliability program documentation.
Responsibilities for implementation and operation of the

| reliability monitoring activity should be clearly spelled out.
| Periodic review of EDG reliability monitoring is suggested as a

| C-28
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way of introducing changes to the program to provide more, less,
or different monitoring. Review of a licensee's reliability
monitoring program should verify that there are provisions for
adapting the monitoring to the (possibly) changing
characteristics of EDG performance.

C3 INTERFACES WITH OTHER RELIABILITY PROGRAM REVIEW ITEMS

Review of the planned performance monitoring to be conducted as part of an
EDG reliability program should be coordinated with review of the proposed
surveillance of the EDGs. Both condition monitoring and reliability
monitoring involve trending data obtained during EDG surveillance. There
should be a correspondence between the information obtained from EDG
surveillance and the information needs of the condition and reliability
monitoring schemes.

Both condition monitoring and reliability monitoring require comparing
currant performance to past performance. Therefore, sufficient information
concerning past performance should be stored to allow these comparisons to
be made. This will impact the needs of the data storage and retrieval
system that will support the EDG reliability program. Thus, review of the
performance monitoring proposed for an EDG reliability program should be
coordinated with review of the data storage and retrieval capabilities that
are to support the program to ensure that these capabilities are adequate.

Since the primary function of condition monitoring is to suoport the EDG
preventive maintenance program (i.e., to trigger preventive maintenance)
rev.iew of EDG condition monitoring should be coordinated with review of the
preventive maintenance policy (Review Item D) to ensure that there are no
disjointed aspects of either of these features of the reliability program.

The EDG reliability monitoring and alert levels must be consistent with the
EDG reliability target (Appendix A). Therefore review of EDG reliability
monitoring must be coordinated with review of the Appendix A issues.

Finally, since condition and reliability monitoring require a coordinated,
planned effort, review of performance monitoring of EDGs must be
coordinated with review of the management of the reliability program to
ensure that EDG performance monitoring will be adequately managed.

|
t
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APPENDIX D

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

(Review Item D)
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D.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this appendix is to define the elements of reliability |

focused maintenance that are important for an EDG reliability program. EDG

maintenance plays an important part in the achievement of a reliability
target but is not a self-contained activity. Maintenance actions must be
driven by surveillance and performance monitoring results. All required
elements of a maintenance program should exist to some extent in an existing
plant maintenance program. However, to be an effective part of an EDG
reliability program, EDG maintenance should be based on reliability

considerations and actively interface with the other elements of the
reliability program. The maintenance policy is needed for a satisfactory
preventive maintenance program,,an acceptable spare parts inventory, cor-
rectly prioritized responses to problems, and the input of needed data for
other review items such as failure analysis and root cause investigations.

A great deal of published material refers to or describes reliability
centered maintenance programs. The descriptions can be very complex and
somewhat prescriptive approaches to a program that really has a relatively
straightforward function. In order for a maintenance program to function as
an effective part of a nuclear power plant EDG reliability program, it must
include:

Prioritization of maintenance action based on failure cause,o
root cause, fault severity, detectability, anticipated
repair time, and likelihood of occurrences repeating or the
severity increasing. ,

i

e Planning of preventive maintenance based on reliability
'

characteristics of EDG subsystems and components.

A proactive spare parts administration policy that includes ae
prioritization based on the conditions mentioned in the first
bullet.

Section D.2 of this appendix discusses the technical issues that must be
considered in reviewing an EDG maintenance policy. Section D.3 describes
the interfaces between the EDG maintenance program and other items of the
reliability program.

D2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN ADDRESSING AN EDG MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

The purpose of this section is to identify the issues that must be addressed
issueswhen reviewing the planning and implemention of EDG maintenance. The

are not specific to EDGs, and probably are addressed to some extent in
existing maintenance programs. The identified issues are designed to ensure
that maintenance is focused toward improving EDG reliability. The major
thrust of the corrective maintenance and unscheduled preventive maintenance
policy should be prioritization of action in dealing with problems.

D-5



Has r. distincijon been made in the response to oroblems based on
the problems Spverity?

The' major consideration in determining the level of response to a
failure or other off-normal condition should be the severity of
the problem. Among the data recorded upon occurrence of a
failure or abnormal condition (see Appendix G) is the severity of
that condition, which can be categorized as catastrophic,degraded, .or incipient. All catastrophic failures will get
immediate maintenance attention, directed toward correcting the
failed condition, so that the EDG can be retested and restored
to its standby condition. Failure cause analysis, root cause
analysis, and other reliability program activities should not be
allowed to significantly delay returning a failed EDG to service
but are still required to understand the failure cause and how to
prevent its recurrence.

The response to degraded and incipient failures is not as clear
as the response to catastrophic failures. As failures occur,
they must subjectively be evaluated for the potential of leading
to a catastrophic failure and for the potential long-term adverse
effects of operating a diesel with the failure or abnormal
condition present. A condition classified as incipient, such as
a drop per minute lube oil leak at a flange (during EDGoperation), may have essentially no chance of leading to a
catastrophic failure. The only adverse effect may be correctable
by occasionally wiping up an oily area. A problem like this may
be better off left alone until the next reactor or diesel outage.
Other incipient or degraded conditions may have long-term impli-
cations (e.g., high vibration levels) or have a high potential
for leading to a catastrophic failure (e.g., governor oil leak).Engineering judgment and experience indicate that these condi-
tions should be repaired promptly.

Has a distinction been made in the response to oroblems based on
the exoected repair outace time?

This distinction is closely ralated to the first issue of this
section. If the condition severity does not indicate a problem
requiring immediate action, the expectad outage time to repair
should be considered. A slightly reduced risk of catastrophic
failure is sometimes not worth an extensive EDG outage for
maintenance, especially during reactor operation. Repair outage
time should be considered when planning maintenance and should
be reduced when possible by staging tools and spare parts and by
repairing several conditions during a single diesel repair
outage.

| D-6
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Is preventive maintenance adecuately focused?

The purpose of preventive maintenance should be to reduce the
number of catastronhic failures and to reduce the long-term
degradations due to sging and wearout. In order to accomplish i

this, preventive maintenance can be keyed by:

o Calendar time

e EDG runtime

o Number of EDG starts

Response to condition monitoring or

e A combination of 2 or more of the above.

The preventive maintenance tasks themselves should be determined
based on systematic consideration of subsystem and component
functions, the way functions can fail, and priority-based
consideration of safety, reliability, and economics to identify
aoplicable and effective preventive maintenance.

Preventive maintenance should be schedules to minimize the EDG
downtime during reactor operations. The reliability program

should allow some flexioility in scheduling preventive
maintenance so that a preventive maintenance that is required by
one of the key:: can be evaluated and if possible postponed until
the next reactor outage.

Does the maintenance procram support the failure cause and root
cause analysis?

The elements of failure cause and root cause investigations are
described in detail in Appendix E. The maintenance policy must
be supportive of these investigations by directing activity to
look for indications of failure causes and potential failure
causes. During corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance,
all abnormal conditions should be reported and documented into
the data storage system (Appendix G) for future use. Any failed
or degraded pieceparts that may be important in a detailed inves-
tigation should be saved until the analysis is closed out.

Does the soare parts system suooort oreventive and corrective
maintenances?

The utilities should periodically evaluate their spare parts
requirements to ensure that they adequately support all main-
tenance activities. Two types of evaluations should be performed
on the spare parts support. The first is to measure the
responsiveness in supplying the necessary parts for ur. scheduled
and scheduled preventive and corrective maintenances. ihis is a
relatively simple evaluation to perform regularly. The second is
a more detailed evaluation of the spare parts inventory. The
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evaluation must take into account potential component failures
that will lead to catastrophic engine failures, the likelihood of
the components failing, and the difficulty of repair. Theemphasis should be on stocking critical instrumentation and
control (I&C) components because they cause many catastrophic
failures, but the repairs are usually relatively simple. Major
mechanical parts, such as the casing or head, probably cannot be
replaced within the allowed outage time by onsite personnel, so
there is little gain to having these parts as ready spares.

D.3 EDG MAINTENANCE PROGRAM INTERFACES WITH OTHl'R REVIEW ITEMS

The key to the success of the maintenance program lies in the successful
interfaces with the other reliability program elements. One of the key
functions of a reliability program is to deal with problems, failures, andother off-normal conditions so that they do not recur or lead tocatastrophic engine failures. The maintenance program is central to thisfunction.

In carrying out actions in the maintenance program, one must recognize that
the policy is driven by the target reliability defined in Review Item A.However, specific maintenances (as opposed to the policy) should not bedriven by these targets but by the performance indicators identified inReview Item C. Analysis of the performance indicators should indicate apreventive maintenance that will reduce the likelihood of adverseperformance and indicate the frequency with which maintenance of various
types should be performed.

The interface with the failure analysis work described under Review Item E
is vital for successful failure analysis. The maintenance people who
actually tear down machines for the repairs should be involved with and
aware of the failure analysis and root cause investigation.

Another major interface is with the data collection system. It is extremely
important that all insights, including suspicions, of the maintenance
personnel are entered into the data system. The information may seem minor
at the time, especially if the condition being repaired is seemingly minor
or routine, but the performance monitoring work or a failure investigation
may need this information to spot trends or focus on the root cause of a
problem. Recording detailed information also provides added assurance of
meeting the criterie for problem closeout (Review Item F). Conversely, the
experts using the information from the data system for failure analysis,
unreliability reporting, performance monitoring, and problem closecut must
ensure that maintenance personnel are trained to include the pertinent data
in the collection system. In addition to being able to enter data into the
system, maintenance personnel must be able to retrieve historical repair
information from the data system.

D8
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APPENDIX E

FAILURE ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION OF CORRECTABLE CAUSES

(Review Item E)
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E.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this critical review item is to ensure that the licensee
aggressively and systematically reduces EDG problems to correctable causes.
Substantial long-term benefits can be derived from the identification of the
root causes of problems and the development of solutions that either
eliminate these causes or minimize their impact. Diesel generator failures
cannot be entirely avoided due to the complexity of these units and the type
of service experienced in nuclear power plants. However, systematically
eliminating the root causes of problems will improve diesel generator
reliability.

Diesel generator problems requiring investigation and correction can be of |
several types. They include catastrophic failures, unsatisfactory
conditions detected through surveillance or monitoring, or damage and other
physical conditions found during maintenance work.

The investigation of these diesel generator problems can be carried out to
|

various levels that, in most cases, are not clearly separated. In order to

! show a progression in the degree of detail, a distinction is made whenever
possible between failure analysis, which covers the entire range, and its
subset, root cause analysis. Failure analysis starts from the most apparent
symptoms and progresses to the determination of the underlying failure or
incipient condition. The root cause analysis attempts to find the cause(s)
of the underlying failure or incipient condition that could be related to
design or a procedure used in operation or maintenance.

In general, the likelihood of performing a successful analysis is increased
by the availability of a large amount of meaningful data. The quality of
those data and the manner of their retrieval are critical to their

usefulness. The availability of data to address each issue identified in
Section E.2 should be considered by the reviewer as the issues are reviewed.

A root cause investigation must be conducted very methodically since the
root may be several levels below the visible symptoms, or there may be
several synergistic causes, some more predominant than the others. The
methodical approach to investigations is stressed in the examples of Section
E.3.

E.2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING FAILURE ANALYSIS AND ROOT CAUSE IN-
VESTIGATION

The specific issues that must be addressed when reviewing the failure
analysis and root cause investigations of a reliability program are
presented in this section.

Does the licensee collect and incorporate the necessary informa-
tion for a failure and root cause investication?

One or more of the following elements may be requireo for a
successful root cause analysis of an identified problem:
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e All parts removed from the unit in connection with
the repairs necessitated by the problem.

e Reports on the condition of all adjacent parts and
other visual observations made during disassembly
(including, for example, verbal descriptions,
schematics, and photographs).

Clearance and alignment readings, measurement of piece-o

parts (with properly calibrated measuring devices).

e Design and manufacturing data,

e Operational data.

e Test data,

e Reports of fluid analyses (fuel, lube oil, cooling
water,etc.).

o Documentation on all prior failures, preventive main-
tenance, and modifications of the same unit (specific
documentation).

Documentation on similar failures in other units at thee

plant or at other plants (generic documentation).

Are problems documented in a retrievable manner and in a manner
that allows the use of both plant and aeneric information to
solve a oroblem?

A distinction must be made between the problems experienced by
the subject unit (specific documentation) and those experienced
in similar units (generic documentation). However, the
organization of the data should be common to both types of
documentation. The data's organization will facilitate using
generic documentation in the EDG reliability program and report-
ing occurrences to the NRC and the generic data collection
agencies (INPO, NPE,etc.). This organization should follow
logical groupings and could, for example, use the following major
categories for equipment "inside the boundary" (as defined in
Table B-1):

e Engine structure and drive train

e Starting system

o Combustion air intake and gas exhaust systems

e Valve mechanism (if so equipped)

e Lubrication system

E-6
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e Cooling system

o Generator and associated switchgear

Instruments and controls including the governore

e Monitoring equipment

The specific documentation should be very dynamic with regard to
both inputs and outputs. It should be updated continuously and
should be available to all involved personnel from management to
the lead-mechanic levels. To increase its usefulness, it may use
PC-based storage and retrieval methods. Significant specific
data should be codified to facilitate its release, subject to

proper approval, to manufacturers, other pl ants, consultants,

etc., and to accelerate the identification of generic problems.

All abnormal conditions including failure should be recorded in
the specific documentation, whether or not they are subject to
any regulatory reporting requirements. Often "non-reportable"
conditions can result in excessive maintenance costs due to
accelerated parts replacement or can eventually lead to major
failures if allowed to recur. The documentation should include
operators' or other employees' opinions. This material, although
often speculative can benefit the investigative team.

In many cases, the solution to a diesel generator problem will
affect more than one of the subsystems or plant organizations
(e.g., electrical and mechanical repair). When the repair data
are subsequently recorded in the specific documentation, they
should be entered in all applicable categories and properly
cross-referenced. This can be facilitated by electronic data

processing.

The generic documentation, which should use the same groupings,
would be more static, but access to it should be as broad as for
the specific documentation. Use of the same format will

facilitate communications and review at all plant levels. The

NPRDS provides a format for data exchange, but the scope and
depth is not usually adequate for root cause investigations.
However, the NPRDS records do identify if and when similar
problems have occurred. Identifications of a similar problem
that was experienced by one or more EDG owners can initiate a
beneficial exchange of technical information.

Does the reliability orocram systematically aDDroach failure and
root cause investications?

Considering the complexity of diesel generators, the diversity in
operations, and the variety of failure modes, it is not possible
to design a failure analysis tree for each type of failure that
could be encountered. Some examples of analyses are provided in
Section E.3 to illustrate the concept.

E-7
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A failure and root cause investigation must be very systematic.
This systematic approach is time consuming but is a necessary
ingredient in a root cause analysis program. This implies that
predetermined patterns be followed all the way through, even if a
very early strong candidate is identified. A particular failure
will often result from a combination of causes. Some causes will
be more predominant and causes tend to aggravate each other. The
structured approach will help sort out these interrelationships.
The predetermined patterns must, however, remain dynamic and be
subject to modification as the root cause analysis progresses.
Figure E-1 describes a systematic failure and analysis root cause
approach.

The diesel generator problem is detected through surveillance,
monitorir.g, preventive maintenance, or catastrophic failure. In
all cases, a failure analysis should be carried out. In the case
of relatively minor and nonrecurring problems, this failure
analysis could be very rudimentary, yc: it must provide some
assurance that the problem is minor. Adequate documentation must
be provided in case the problem changes in severity or recurrence
frequency.

The failure analysis should be carried out to the determination
of the incipient condition. That incipient condition could be a
condition such as the degradation or failure of a piecepart or a
mechanism, or control out of adjustment or improperly timed. On
Figure E-1, the steps are identified as the determination of the
proximate cause.

When the incipient condition or failure has been repetitive, has
resulted in substantial downtime, or may lead to a major
catastrophic failure if the failure should recur, the analysis
should continue until the root cause has been identified. The
decision to perform a root cause analysis should take into
account any available specific and generic information.

In the event the problem appears to be a generic one, it is still
necessary to look into potential specific causes that contributed:

to the appearance of the problem or may have increased its
severity. Similarly, if in the early stages of the analysis a
problem appears to be specific to the plant or unit, the results
should be checked against the generic data as the analysis
progresses. It must be kept in mind that no two units are
exactly identical due to slight modifications in design through
the years, changes in manufacturing methods, status of implemen-
tation of vendor-recommended modifications, and other differences
in operating and maintenance histories.

Using an example of a connecting rod bearing failure, which falls
in the structure and drive train grouping, we can see how the
systematic approach is used. The suspected causes of the failure
could be:

E-8
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FIGURE E-1. SYSTEMATIC ROOT CAUSE APPROACH
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1. In the bearing itself

e Poor design

e improper material application

e Material not meeting specifications or
presenting a defect

e Improper machining of the bearing parts

e Improper installation of the bearing parts

2. Outside the bearing proper

e Abnormal operation of the diesel generator as
a unit

e Abnormal firing pressure in the corresponding
cylinder

,

e Improperly machined or damaged shaft

e Inadequate lubrication, etc.
|

Obviously the operating characteristics and physical condition of
the EDG would be different for each suspected cause. However,
the di fferences would generally be subtle. Only a systematic
approach can identify the proximate cause and subsequently
proceed toward establishing a root cause.

I

Are failure and root cause investiQations performed by an
approDriatelY Qualified team usinQ an adeouate task Dlan?

There are three principal elements to the establishment of a fai-
lure analysis task: (1) a plant organization that puts emphasis
on that task, (2) a well-organized, complete, and easily
accessible data base, and (3) a means of exchanging with other
plants, manufacturers, consultants, etc., information relative to
generic problems.

Traditionally, a root cause investigation is conducted by a
multidiscipline team. Even if, on the surface, a problem appears
to be strictly mechanical, it may, for example, have its root in
a lubrication problem tnat should be addressed by a specialist in
this area. The team must include plant personnel to ensure
continuity and involvement of plant management (see Appendix H
for details). Some team members should be knowledgeable of mate-
rials testing methods, their applications, and limitations to
ensure that the most pertinent laboratory analyses will be
performed on any failed or damaged parts covered by the root
cause investigation. It is also important that representatives
of the root cause analysis team follow any major maintenance

E-10
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'

operation taking note of the condition of parts during
disassembly and monitoring reassembly. Although the observers
should be independent from the maintenance work force, an accep-
table alternative would be to train the mechanics to perform the
observations and to specify the documentation requirements in the
maintenance procedures and work orders.

The task plan should stress continuity in assignments since re-
peated observations of diesel generator conditions are necessary
to acquire the expertise necessary for successful root cause
analysis. It is also important to clearly establish the priori-
ties of the team members. Root cause analysis requires a
methodical approach and may be very time consuming. To avoid
distractions, interruptions, and superficiality, the key members
of the team should be able to give to this task the highest
priority. If the plant organization does not allow this, it is
acceptable to seek, on a continuing basis, c aside help that can
be entirely dedicated to the task.

The development of a data base meeting the requirements of a
failure analysis task requires close cooperation between the
future users (from management to the lead-mechanic level) and the
personnel with strong data management expertise. The volume of
data that will eventually accumulate in that base will be far too
large to permit substantial modifications of the system after it
is placed in service. It is, therefore, very important to apply
sufficient resources to this item during its development. If

plant personnel lack sufficient expertise, outside help can be
used.

In a vacuum, it is not possible to determine if a problem is of a
generic nature. Also, users should not wait for a problem to
appear to try to determine, through contacts with other plants or
manufacturers, if it has been experienced by others. This can
increase the burden brought by the problem and result in addi-
tional delays in making satisfactory repairs. For these reasons,

it is suggested that the generic documentation be systematically
included in the root cause data bank.

Do the on-scene mechanics support and contribute to the failure
and root cause investication't

A large amount of very valuable information can be lost if
observations are not made during the disassembly. For example,
an observer noticed that a mechanic removing a connecting rod
bearing cap experienced difficulty in turning a large nut because
it was no longer making contact with the cap. This was caused by
lack of depth in the thread. The resulting friction had probably
caused the required torque to be reached before the proper bolt
tension was achieved during installation.

E-ll
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Other examples of valuable teardown information are:
1

e Uniformity of bolt tightening.

e Discoloration of parts, especially if not uniform
across the engine,

o Marks on surfaces indicating movement or fretting-that
can be affected by cleaning.

e Judgment on fit-ups when measurements cannot be taken.

Many of the questions and uncertainties of the problems shown in
the examples of Section E.3 are solved by the on-scene mechanics.
They need to be trained to spot and record pertinent failure
cause and effect information.

Independent observations made during reassembly can also play a
critical role. For example, an observer noticed sharp edges at
the oil-spreading grooves of a batch of new bearings that were
being installed by a mechanic. These sharp edges were the result
of a manufacturing error and would have probably resulted in
bearing damage.

Knowing what to look for and how to read the te11 tales requires a
great deal of experience that can be gained only through long
association with the equipment and effective training. Stability
in assignments to a root cause team is, therefore, important and
if it cannot be maintained with plant personnel, the team can '

include, on a continuing basis, an outside diesel specialist (in
adoition to any manufacturer service representative that may be
invited to participate in the analyses, depending on the
circumstances).

It should be the responsibility of the root cause team to save
any damaged parts for future analysis and to preserve them from
any alterations until a plan of action has been agreed upon. The
team should also be responsible for making contacts with other
plants, manufacturers, etc., when the problem has the potential
of being generic but is not sufficiently documented in the
existing data base.

Is the entire failure and root cause analysis team consulted and
kept aooraised throuahout the entire reliability orocram orecess
(see Fiaure 2-1). includina corrective action and corrective
action verification?

The team that evaluates the failure and the failure cause should
continue to add technical insight to the reliability program
process. When the failure and root cause analysis is completed,
the team should review the proposed corrective actions with all
appropriate personnel involved. Their recommendations should
become part of the specific documentation and should, therefore,

E-12
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be in a format that will permit their integration in those data.
Any modifications implemented as a result of a root cause
analysis should be referenced to the analysis in the docu-
mentation to facilitate its tracking.

The root cause should not be a substitute for maintenance
management but should continue to follow analyzed problems until
full resolution.

Any revised operating procedures resulting directly from the root
cause analysis, or indirectly through equipment modifications,
should be reviewed by the operating personnel before any
subsequent operation of the ciesel generator unit. This can also
be facilitated by electronic data processing.

1

! E.3 EXAMPLES OF FAILURE ANALYSIS
!

Following are three examples of analyses that are given to illustrate the
many possibilities that may have to be investigated and how misleading some
of the symptoms may be. This reinforces the need for a structured approach.

E.3.1 Example 1

Symptoms: The engine rolls over but fails to start.

The example assumes that the unit is equipped with an air starting system
that injects high-pressure air into the engine cylinders.

The potential causes are illustrated in Figure E-2, which shows only a few
levels of investigation ending with the identification of the proximate
cause. When one or several of the causes listed are identified as contri-
buting to the problem, the decision has to be made whether to do a root
cause analysis, which may require continuing the investigation several
levels below the proximate cause.

It is important not to stop as soon as the first abnormal condition is
found, but to continue the analysis until every possible cause at that level
has been investigated. In the example, the unit may be found to roll over
slower than normal due to a faulty air starting system.
Howeyer, even at the lower speed, it is possible that the unit would have
started if all the other elements had been optimum. The other elements that
were not optimum and this time contributed to a lesser degree to the failure
to start may be the primary cause of the next failure to start, if no
correction is made.

E.3.2 Example 2

Symptoms: Water leaking into the engine.
Cracked cylinder liners.
Scuffed pi:: tons.
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SYMPTOMS: ENGINE ROLLS OVER BUT
DOES NOT START
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FIGURE E-2. EXAMPLE 1
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Three possibilities as to the initiation of the failure had to be anal / zed:
(1) cooling water leaking past seals that caused a degradation of the lube
oil, (2) liners cracking due to defects in material or fabrication, or (3)
pistons not round and being scuffed.

It could not be established that the leaks started prior to the scuffing.
Further, some scuffing was found in cylinders where there was no leak.
Also, some pistons were found in the very early stages of scuffing in
cylinders where the liners were not cracked. In those pistons, it was found
that the piston pin bushing had started elongating through extrusion. This
elongation eventually caused the piston to go "out of round," which itsel#
resulted in the scuffing of the piston. The friction against the cylinder
liner, which increased with the scuffing, caused localized overheating that
resulted in the cracking of that liner. The bushing degradation was the
incipient underlying condition.

The decision was made to continue the analysis in an attempt to identify the
root cause for the bushing extrusion. Since this did not appear to be a
generic failure, improper design or material specificat'.ons were eliminated.

The following possible failure causes remain:
'

e Improper bushing manufacture. This could not be demonstrated.

e Engine overloading, which could result from reported instability
in the governor system. This could not be demonstrated using the
available data,

o Excessive cylinder peak firing pressure due to imbalance between
the injection pumps. This was probably a contributing factor but
not the primary factor. The pumps were adjusted,

e Improper lubrication. This appeared to be the best candidate.
Further investigation revealed excessive foaming of the lube oil.

This example is further illustrated in Figure E-3.

Since this is a significant failure, a root cause investiv tion isa

warranted. Using improper lubrication as the proximate cause (per Figure
E-1), the first step is to determine if it is a generic or specific cause.
If the cause (a lubrication problem) was generic, another plant may have
already identified and verified a cure. In this case, assume no generic
information was discover.ed. The inability to discover a generic cause does
not conclusively prove the problem to be unique. It only means that no
record of or experience with the problem is readily accessible. Thus, the
problem must be approached as specific in nature. The cause is unlikely to
be related to maintenance or operations, so the investigation focused
primarily on design issues. It was determined that there was incompati-
bility between the material of the bushing and additives in the oil. A

different lube oil was recommended and was subsequently used in the unit.

Incidentally, the above is an excellent example of a problem that should be
in a generic data base. The material incompatibility is likely to exist in
many diesels. With this information, other diesel owners would know to
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switch lube oils and check the pistons and cylinder liners. A catastrophic
failure and a time-consuming aid expensive repair could be avoided.

E.3.3 Example 3

Symptoms: Gas pressure built up in the surge tank for the cooling
system.

Gas samples were taken and analyzed. They contained a high concentration of
carbon monoxide, which seemed to point to an exhaust gas leak. This could
not, however, be demonstrated by hydrostatic testing of the engine itself.

Other parts of the cooling system were then included in the investigation,
including the combustion air aftercooler loop. A review of the system
indicated that, at some point, the cooling water pres:;ure dropped below the
air pressure in the heat exchanger. This could allow combustion air to
enter the cooling water if there was. a leak in the heat exchanger. With
attention focused on the exchanger, a leak was found at the gasket that had
either not been installed properly or was not under sufficient compression.
The leak was in an. area extremely difficult to inspect and would have been
much harder to detect, were it not for the systematic approach used.

This leak could explain the pressure buildup in the cooling system surge
tank but not the high concentration cf carbon monoxide. The failure root
cause investigation, therefore, turned to the combustion air system. It was
found that the engine exhaust stack and the combustion air intake were close
enough to explain the aspiration of exhaust gas.

This example is further illustrated in Figure E-4.

E.4 INTERFACES WITH OTHER REVIEV ITEMS

The root cause program interfaces with several of the other review items of
the diesel generator reliability program.

Reliability Target (Review Item A)

The method used to c:1culate availability (described in Appendix A) includes
both failures to start and run and downtimes for repair and test actions. A
balance must, therefore, be struck between outage extensions that may be
required to implement a root cause program and the risk of increased
failures to start and r.un, or long outages following major catastrophic
failures, if the root causes of too many problems remain undetermined.

Surveillance (Review Item B)

Elements of the surveillance program such as identification of critical
failure modes or aging mechanisms can be used as inputs to the failure
analysis program through the documentation suggested in this appendix.
Conversely, the identification of the root cause of problems may require a
modification of the surveillance plan.
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Performance Monitoring (Review Item C)

The results of performance monitoring are one of the triggers of failure
analyses. The monitoring data can also play a very important role in the
root cause determination as detailed in Section E.2.

Maintenance (Review Item D)

It is stressed that much is to be gained from having designated members of
the root cause analysis team independently observe all major maintenance
operations, especially the disassembly of the units. This requires>

coordination with maintenance from a scheduling point of view. If the
alternative solution of naving the mechanics make and record the obser-
vations is selected, this must be made a part of the maintenance program.
Accurate and complete records of all prior maintenance operations are often
critical to a successful root cause analysis.

|

Problem Closeout (Review Item F)

The problem closeout procedure should include the suggested review by
operating personnel of any new operating procedures, resulting directly from
the root cause analysis or indirectly through equipment modifications. This
review could be made jointly with members of the root cause team.

If the root cause was an improper maintenance procedure, coth the original
and revised procedures should be reviewed with all appropriate maintenance
personnel, clearly identifying their differences.

Data System (Review Item G)

Appendix G, Section G.2, lists the elements that are necessary to a
successful failure analysis. One of these is documentation of all prior
failures of the same unit, preventive maintenance, and modifications. Thisis referred to as the specific documentation. To avoid duplication of
efforts, the format used to record that information should be compatible
with data collection for the other tasks. It must be emphasized, however,
that the specific documentation for root cause analysis must remain avail-
able at all levels from management to the lead mechanic.

Responsibilities and Management Controls (Review Item H)

Management should retain the responsibility for deciding to what level thefailure analyses should be carried.

.
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PROBLEM CLOSE0VT

2

(Review Item F)
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F.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of formal problem closeout procedures is to ensure in a timely
way that effective solutions to detected EDG reliability problems have been
devised and implemented. An effective solution is one that corrects the
observed EDG reliability problem and does not create any other reliability
or performance problems that are as bad as, or worse than, the corrected
problem. Often measurements can be taken that are not part of the normal,
established performance monitoring procedure but will provide assurance that
the implemented corrective action is effective. The problem closeout review
item must ensure that consideration is given in the EOG reliability program
to providing for any additional monitoring or surveillance that would
expedite the assessment of corrective action effectiveness.

Two elements are necessary for an effective problem closecut procedure:
1

i e The problem closecut procedure should provide for the
l establishment of specific, numerically-based criteria that have to

be met before the detected reliability problem will be considered
to be corrected. The actual criteria should be based on the
nature of the reliability problem and cannot be specified before
hand,

e The problem closeout procedure should provide for any additional
a timelymonitoring activity that might be necessary to provide

judgment concerning the effectiveness of the corrective action.
Again, the additional monitoring used, if any, should be based on
the characteristics of the detected problem and cannot be specific
beforehand.

An example of a numerically-based closecut criterion is: "No failures,

including incipient failures, attributable to the detected failure cause for
a period of months." Another example, applicable to a single demand
test, is: "5TT pressure levels out at _ psi by 15 minutes after diesel
generator start and does not increase thereafter during a 4-hour run of the
diesel generator." Examples of special monitoring for problem closecut
could be, for the first example above, any special surveillance that might
be required to ensure that incipient failures due to the corrected cause do
not appear; and for the second example above, continuous monitoring of the
oil pressure during the 4-hour run. The closeout criteria must be specified
before the trial period during which the corrective action effectiveness is
being assessed.

Review of a reliability program for EDGs should verify that there is an
element of the program that deals specifically with problem closecut
procedures. Section F.2 specifies specific issues that should be dealt with
under Review Item F. Section F.3 discusses the interfaces that should be
considered when reviewing the problem closeout item of a diesel generator
reliability program and reviews other facets of the program.

F.2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING PROBLEM CLOSE0VT PROCEDURES

The specific issues that must be addressed when reviewing the problem close-
out element of an EDG reliability program are presented in this section.
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Does the EDG reliability oroaram specifically address the problem
closeout portion of the reliability orocram?

For an EDG reliability program to be complete, there must be a
formal problem closecut element of the program. The
characteristics of the problem closeout procedure must be
addressed explicitly in the documentation describing the program.
This documentation must address at least the issues presented
below as additional questions.

Does the reliability orocram documentation specify a procedure
for settino criteria for oroblem closeout based on the results of
the failure analysis or root cause investiaation?

Criteria for problem closeout must specify required measurements
or observations for closeout, which may or may not be in addition

.Ito surveillance routinely performed on the EDG and must speci fy
an outcome from these measurements that define minimum conditions
for success. Also specified must be the length of time or number ;
of cycles over which these measurements must be taken and for :
which the minimum conditions for success apply. The nature of

1
the closeout criteria is that they specify engineering or I

performance results that shoulo be observed if the corrective !
action is to be judged effective. The criteria that are
appropriate will depend on the nature of the reliability problem
corrected and thus cannot be specified beforehand. Also,
criteria that are too rigid or that are too extensive may divert
resources away from more risky problems and are therefore as
undesirable as criteria that are too lax, or no criteria. The
discussion of the criteria in the EDG reliability program docu-
mentation should reflect this balance. The discussion should
also present a credible procedure for developing the criteria.

Does the EDG reliability orocram specify credible formal closeout
procedures?

Options for instituting formal problem closeout procedures
include: (1) documentation of specified aspects of the problem
closeout, including results of surveillance and monitoring
related to the subject problem, and (2) a review committee to
review any or all aspects of the problem closecut. A combination
of the above could also be used. Again, the closecut procedures
must be credible in the sense that they specify appropriate
resources to be expended to ensure the timely correction of the
problem. The reliability program documentation must reflect the
dependence of the resources required for problem closeout on the
severity of the reliability problem.

Does the reliability Droaram documentation exhibit an under-
standina of the tYDes of sDecial monitorina that could be used
durina the oeriod when the effectiveness of correctiv9 actions is
beina assessed?

F-6
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The reliability program documentation must contain a discussion
of the surveillance and monitoring that could be used to verify
corrective action effectiveness. This discussion must-include an
indication of how the length of the trial period during which the
assessment will be conducted is to be established. One option is
to base the length of the trial period on the expected return-
time for the problem if the problem had not been corrected.

F.3 INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER REVIEW ITEMS
i

The problem closecut review item must be coordinated with Review Item G, j
"Data System," to ensure that the proposed EDG data system has the
capability of supporting any additional monitoring requirements conceived of
for problem closecut. Thus, the data system should be capable of storing in
a retrievable way information generated over the problem closeout period,
even if this information is taken at a different rate or is different infor-
mation from that which is normally taken and stored.

The problem closeout review item must also be coordinated with the review
conducted to ensure adequate management of the EDG reliability program
(Review Item H, "Reliability Program Management and Responsibilities") if

the closeout procedures are to involve a problem closeout committee. This
problem closeout committee will be part of the management team for the
reliability program. Assurance must be obtained that the committee members
have adequate background and authority to act in this capacity. |

|

|
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DATA SYSTEM

(Review Item G)

I
!

'
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G.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this appendix is to identify review issues for the d.ta
elements that are necessary to support the EDG reliability program and for
the system by which these elements will be collected and stored. A defini-
tive and aggregate set of information is required to properly address the
reliability and availability issues associated with the reliability program.
The data set must support the assessment of the specified goals and targets.
The data set must also support the combined elements of the reliability
program. Operating hours, number of demands, number of catastrophic
failures, outage times. repair times, and other necessary information to
achieve the requirements of all the review items are included in this

appendix.

Data storage and retrieval may be performed on a computer or may be
performed manually In either case an organized system must be available or
be developed. This may be accomplished in several ways, for example, by

using a capable, readily available data base management system on a computer
or by setting up and maintaining an adequate file system for manual data
storage and retrieval.

It is not necessary to duplicate and store all information in one specified
location. However, all information (i.e., maintenance work orders,
complited test procedures, vendor manuals, etc.) should be stored in a
systen atic and easily accessible method. For example, vendor material and

test 1rocedures may easily be obtained in a well-organized plant library,
while copies of completed test procedures may be available in a well-

organized plant document room.

The da:a storage and retrieval process should be documented and procedures
developed to ensure compliance with and support of the reliability program.

It is not the intention of this appendix to require the reconstruction of
failure, maintenance, and operating information related to the EDG prior to
the establishment of the reliability program.

G.2 ISSUES THAT MUST BE ADDRESSED WHEN REVIEWING AN EDG DATA SYSTEM

The specific issues that must be addressed when reviewing the data system of
an EDG reliability program are presented in this section.

Is the EDG reliability Drocram information and data administered
DroDerly and in a manner supportive to the other Drocram
elements?

The failure data, outage data, and operating history data are
required to estimate the EDG performance as described in Appendix
A. For this reason, it is necessary to provide a secure,
designated location for these data in order that the required
calculations can be performed and updated on a timely basis. An

appropriate plant individual or plant group should be designated
respon . ole to perform all data storage and retrieval tasks.as

This data :todian will be responsible for issuing the required
reports and / maintaining the EDG data set. A procedure should

G5
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be developed to ensure that all required information is received
by the data custodian in a timely manner, recognizing that com-
pleteness of the data is an important consideration. Also any
changes to documents or components directly affecting the EDG,
such as procedures, test frequency, or modifications to the de-
sign of the EDG, will be required to be reviewed by the data
custodian ' a timely manner to allow for a deterr.ination of any
changes to che reporting requirements. Changes may affect items
such as failure rate or reliability calculations, the determina-
tion of a proper failure severity, or a change in the original
boundary. The data custodian should also review all failure and
maintenance reports to check for both accuracy and completeness.
The data custodian should document all changes and corrections to
the reports ar.:1 provide feedback to the training process,
described below, in an effort to improve the information that is
vital to the reliability program.

Does the failure reportina Dortion of the data system
contain information of adeouate scope and depth to support reli-
ability calculations (Appendix A) and performance monitorina
(Appendix C)?

Failure reporting consists of describing the events leading up to
and occurring during the failure process. Failure reports are
necessary to calculate the reliability level of the EDG as
described in Appendix A. This may be accomplished on a properly
structured work authorization form, or a separate failure report
form may be developed. The information in a failure report form
should be documented as the information becomes available and
not reconstructed after the fact. The failure report should
include as a minimum the data elements listed below:

Originator: The person discovering the failure.

Department /0rganization: The plant department or organization of
the originator.

Unique Document Identifier: A unique identifier to allow for
tracking of the document. This may be a job order number or work
authorization number.

Component Identification: The unique identifier for the
component or piec6part as applicable. This identifier can be
related to the manufacturer, model number, and other engineering
and spare parts data.,

Component Type: A description of the component, e.g., valve,
pump, relay, etc. The diesel generator is somewhat unique in the
sense that the names of certain pieceparts may be confusing such
as "valve." A method should be established to prevent such items
as intake and exhaust valves / rom being confused with motor-
operated and check valves.

Equipment Location: Locatbn of the failed equipment.

G-6
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Status of Component: The status of the component at the time of
failure (i.e., operating, in test, etc.).

Condition of Parts or Materials Removed: Technicians on-scene
appraisal of any parts (e.g., covers or nearby pieceparts) or
materials (e.g., lube oil drained). .

Plant Status: The status of the plant at the time of component
failure.

System / Subsystem: The EDG system and/or subsystem of which the
component is a part.

System / Subsystem Status: The status of the system or subsystem
at the time of the component failure.

Discovery Date:

Discovery Time:

Date of Failure: May be different from discovery date, if known.

Time of failure: If known.

Failure Severity: Catastrophic /Immediate, Degraded or Incipient,
using definitions similar to those in IEEE Std 500-1984 (Ref. G-
1). Failure severity is important at three levels:

l

Piecepart Failure Severity:

EDG Subsystem Failure Severity:

EDG Failure Severity:

Time and Date of Repair Initiation: The time and date repair
actions commenced.

Time and Date of Repair Completion: The time and date the repair
was successfully completed.

System Effect: The effect, if any, that the component failure
had on the system.

Plant Effect: The effect, if any, that the component failure had
on plant operations.

Detailed Failure Description: This should describe all events
leading up to and during the failure process. This should include
procedures, tests, test equipment, all instrument readings that
were taken, pieceparts involved, a description of the evolution
taking place, anything that may have been seen, heard, smelled,
or felt that may be important in determining the root cause. The

G-7



cause of the failure if known. Any supporting documentation
should be attached to this form.

Corrective Action Taken: This must contain enough information to
reconstruct exactly what corrective action occurred. An entry
such as "rebuilt" is not adequate. An entry such as "rebuilt in
accordance with Section 4.2.7 of Tech Manual" would be appropri-
ate. A description of the process of rebuilding the failed
component would also be acceptable.

Spare Parts Used: Either list the spare parts used or attach the
spare part ordering documentation.

Postmaintenance Retest Performed: The retests performed to
verify component or system operability and test results.

The plant personnel (operators, maintenance technicians,
engineering staff, etc.) who gather the failure information
should be trained to properly fill out the forms. The failure
report should reference all procedures, instructions, and
personnel involved and should include any information that may
aid in the failure analysis.

A method should be developed to ensure that all components
reflected in the boundary, as described in Appendix B, are
appropriately reviewed for reliability concerns affecting the
EDG. Example methods include a list of all components determined
to be within the EDG boundary or a special set of piping and
instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) and electrical schematics denot-
ing the developed EDG boundary.

N Most of the information described above is available via the
,'

3. f 'g NPRDS Failure Reporting System. However, since the NPRDS failure
reports do not include All the above information, the NPRDS

.- failure reports, in and by themselves, are not considered'

s adequate to support the EDG reliability program.
'p

P'
'

Does the operatina history cortion of the data system contain
information of adeauate scope and deoth to support reliability
calculations (Appendix Al and Derformance monitorina (Appendix

G7

A comprehensive operating history of the plant and of the EDG are
required to be established. This should include, but should not
be limited to, the following:

Demand Information

The date and time of each EDG start attempt. The reason for
starting the EDG (i.e., test, tech spec requirement, challenge,
etc.) and whether or not the attempt to start the EDG was
successful or unsuccessful.

G-8
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Ooeratina Information

The length of time the EDG operated for each successful start.

The operating parameters, if available, such as lube oil pressure
and temperature, generator voltage and frequency, water
temperature, etc.

Test Information

This consists of the test frequency, test interval, and test
duration for each EDG test and the reason the specific test was
performed. All documentation should be available to support this
information.

Ooeratina Characteristics

Operating characteristics should be developed for all components
within the EDG boundary. This includes operating parameters for
the components and information to determine reliability and
availability of components, such as starting air compressor cycle
and operating times, diesel subsystem status, and parameters
checked or tested on a routine schedule.

Plant Ooeratina History

A plant operating history should be developed and used by the
data custodian to help determine the EDG operating frequencies
and to aid in verifying the accuracy of the submitted reports.

Maintenance History

A complete maintenance history of all components included in the
EDG boundary should be developed and maintained. The maintenance
history should be developed to support the EDG reliability
program requirements, especially the requirements of the EDG
performance tracking task. A list of all corrective and
preventive maintenances and of all piecepart and component
replacements should be included in the maintenance history.

Does the information base support reliability procram activities,
especially the root cause investiaations succested in Aooendix E7

A set of documents generated external to the plant is necessary
to provide assurance that problems experienced by owners of
similar EDGs are not experienced. Technically qualified
participants in the reliability program should have regular
access to information such as NPRDS records, Part 21 reports,

50.55(e) reports, LERs, and other pertinent information from
consultants and vendors.

Other documents required in support of the EDG reliability

,

program include:
'

l
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Associated portions of the Technical Specifications.e
i

Associated P& ids and electrical diagrams,e

Vendor manuals associated with the EDG, including all vendoro

reports and updates. )
|

1

Set of surveillance and test procedures and requirements,e

e Set of EDG operating procedures,

tSet of Emergency Ir?tructions associated with the EDG.e
!

;

The EDG design specifications and requirements. I
e

e Recommended and implemented modifications (per vendor inotices, NRC bulletins, etc.).
'

G.3 INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER REVIEW ITEMS

The EDG data system must have the capacity and flexibility to support all
the elements of the EDG reliability program that require historical
performance data for their successful implementation. Specifically, the
performance monitoring, performarae evaluation, root cause, maintenance, and
problem closecut all have a need for historical performance data.
Therefore, the other review items that must be considered when reviewing the
adequacy of the EDG data system are:

Evaluation of the EDG reliability target,e

e EDG surveillance needs.

e EDG performance monitoring.

o EDG maintenance program,

EDG failure analysis and root cause investigation,e

e Problem closecut.

Responsibilities and management involvement.e

Thus, there is a need to review the data system in light of the EDG
reliability program needs and characteristics discussed in each of the other
review items.

The EDG data system is the primary repository for the information required
by the NRC to evaluate EDG performance. Therefore, all information

'

identified in Review Item A as necessary to evaluate EDG performance must be
collected and stored by this system. The EDG documentation describing the
proposed reliability program must identify this information explicitly and
present a plausible description of the techniques to be used to collect and
store it.

!
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Review Items B, C, D, and E (surveillance needs, performance monitoring,
maintenance program, and failure and root cause analysis) all require
historical data for their successful implementation, operation, or
adaptation to changing reliability characteristics. This information could
be unique for each EDG reliability program and therefore cannot be specified
in advance. Each submittal must be reviewed to ensure that the data system
is capable of supporting the data needs of these other reliability program
features.

Review of problem closeout procedures (Review Item F) may indicate that
special monitoring techniques will be used for problem closeout. The review
of the data system must verify that the data system is flexible enough to
accommodate these special monitoring schemes.

Finally, the data system must be managed to ensure that all the above needs
are accommodated. Review of the EDG reliability program management
considerations must ensure that they include day-to-Gay management of the
data system with qualified personnel assigned to manage and operate the
system.

!
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APPENDIX H

RESPONSIBILITIES AND MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

(Review Item H)

|
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H.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this review item is to ensure that the management controls
which the EDG reliability program will be operated are adequate andunder

that individual responsibilities for operating the program have been clearly
defined.

A diesel generator reliability program is a management system for managing
diesel generator reliability. The rules and procedures that flow from the
management system are all based on a consistent philosophy, which states

specified reliability target can be achieved by understanding thethat afactors that drive a diesel generator's reliability and then applying
reliability and engineering techniques in sufficient depth to ensure that
the target is reached.

Management reviews and controls are necessary to ensure that the EDG
reliability program results in achieving the reliability target for the
diesel generators. Also, responsible individuals for implementing and

| operating the reliability program must be identified. These individuals must
,

be qualified or suitably trained to carry out their assigned

responsibilities. Achievement of the EDG reliability target depends on
thre being adequate management review and controls of the reliability prog-
ran, as well as qualified individuals responsible for implementing and
optirating the program who have the authority to manage the program to
achieve the target. Even though consultants and vendors may assist the
utility in implementing the EDG reliability program, the plant management
retains the ultimate responsibility and is the key to the program's success.

Section H.2 presents issues that must be addressed when reviewing the
proposed management plans for EDG reliability programs. Section H.3
discusses the need to coordinate review of the reliability program

management with review of other items of importance to maintaining the EOG
reliability target.

H.2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN REVIEWING MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

The specific issues that must be addressed when reviewing the management
plan and assignment of responsibilities for an EDG reliability program are

presented in this section.

Are there manacement orocedures for reviewino and verifyina that
the EDGs are meetina the reliability tarcet?

The review conducted under this review item should verify

that procedures are in place to regularly assess whether or not
the EDG reliability target is being met. These procedures should
provide the schadule for this assessment and identify

responsibility for its completion. They should identify the

computational techniques that will be used, including the data to
be used for the assessment.'

Does the plant manacement oeriodically perform detailed reviews
of the EDG reliability orocram?

HS
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in addition to frequent reviews to ensure that reliability
targets are being met, detailed programmatic reviews should ;

periodically be performed. These reviews should be performed by
a team independent from the EDG reliability program and the day-
to day operation and maintenance of the EDGs. The emphasis of
this review process is to ensure that tha reliability program is
operating in the closed loop process described in Section 2. The
team should perform a technical review designed to ensure that
problems are being detected and analyzed and, most importantly,
corrected and closed out.

Does the implementation and operation of the EDG reliability
proaram have the uneauivocal suDDort of Dlant manaaement?

Probably the single most important factor that will determine the
ultimate success or failure of the EDG reliability program is the '

degree of commitment to the program by the top plant management.
Indications of management commitment can be obtained from: (1)assessment of whether or not the projected resources allocated to
implementation and operation of the program are adequate; (2)assessment of how high in the organization relatively detailed ,

|knowledge of the program exists (at a minimum, all operators and
supervisors responsible for plant operations and maintenance
should have detailed knowledge of the program); (3) assessment of i

the ability and readiness of line maintenance and operations
personnel to describe advantages of the program; and (4)assessment of the qualifications of the personnel assigned to
manage and operate the program (other than personnel performing
routine operation that would be performed even if the program did
not exist).

If the procram is to be newly set up or newly modified, are there
clear orocedures and policies available that treat the Drocram
imolementation obase?

There is expected to be a transition phase for a newly
established EDG reliability program or one that is newly modified
to conform to the guidelines herein presented. It is a
management function to ensure that the transition between noprogram, or incomplete program, and an adequate reliability
program, is as smooth as possible. For instance, transition
between use of prescriptive technical specification restrictions
on EDG (before implementation of the program) and performance-
based indicators (after implementation of the program) will
require an evaluation of the performance-based indicators to
ensure that they are adequate to meet the EDG reliability target.
Managing the transition requires treatment of it in a plan and
then implementing the plan. The review of the EDG reliability
program management plan should include verification that this'

problem has been recognized and that there is a plan to manage
the transition period.

,

Is there en individual with responsibility at the olant
, manacement level that is dedicated to imDlementation and use of a
i
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reliability procram for diesel aenerators and is this individual
responsible for implementina . operatina, and. if reouired,

alterina the procram?

The licensee should give a technically qualified individual
adequate authority to run the EDG reliability program. If the EDG
reliability program has an influential "champion" the.t is in
charge of implementing, operating, and, if required, altering the
program, there is an added measure of confidence that the program I

will continue to be successful. |
I
!

Do the personnel assioned to manace and operate the procram have
a credible mix of oualifications that are recuired for such a |

9L990E1

The mix of qualifications necessary to successfully manage and
the EDG reliability program includes maintenance and dieselrun

operations, diesel generator engineering design, engineering root
cause investigation, and reliability assessment methods. The

review must identify where each of these qualifications will come
from and if authority over use of these resources resides with
the personnel managing the EDG reliability program.

What is the relationship of mannaement of the EDG reliability
orocram to too level plant manacement and to manacement of other
functions in the plant?

Plant management at the top level and managers of other plant
functions must recognize the reliability program as thg vehicle
for achieving the EDG reliability target. The review conducted
under this review item must verify that this relationship among
plant management functions exists. An EDG reliability program
could conceivably function correctly as either a program managed
by line management or as a program managed by staff. However,

the program will Eg1 work if it is conceived of as simply an add-
on to current surveillance and maintenance practices (i.e.,

entirely as a staff function). The EDG reliability program
should reolace current surveillance and maintenance practices.
This is not to imply that the current practices (e.g., monthly
testing and approaches to failure cause and root cause analysis)
will not be adopted as part of the reliability program. To the
extent that they provide a reliability focus to surveillance and
maintenance, they will remain as part of the reliability program.
Thus, the program must be integrated into everyday plant
operations.

Is there an identified mechanism for alterina the EDG reliability
proaram if this becomes necessary or cost effective?

The EDG reliability program focuses surveillance and maintenance
of the EDG according to the reliability of the equipment. Thus,

management of the program must allow for the periodic
reassessment of whether the current program is appropriate to
achieving the EDG reliability target. Surveillance and

H-7
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maintenance activities should be somewhat flexible in that more
or less may be needed, depending on the mechanisms that are
driving the reliability. It is a management function to ensure
periodic reviews of the programs' applicability. The review
conducted under this review item should ascertain what manage-
ment controls are in place to ensure that the reliability program'

will be focused by periodic assessments of the EDG reliability
characteristics.

H.3 INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER REVIEW ITEMS

Review of the proposed management of the EDG reliability program should be
coordinated with review of every other item. The success of the reliability
program depends on the support of plant management and the skills of the
personnel operating the program. If the program exists on paper but is
never implemented, or is implemented and then abandoned or de-emphasized,
the EDG reliability target will not be met in the long run. Improper
attention to the EDG reliability program by the plant will eventually become
known to the NRC through the long-term trends in the EDG reliability
estimate (as described in Appendix A).

The review of the proposed management of the reliability program should be
coordinated with review of analysis of EDG surveillance needs (Review Item
B) to ensure that there are assigned responsibilities for determining the'

EDG urveillance needs and preparing the surveillance plan as part of
implementing the program. The coordinated review should also ensure that
the individuals assigned responsibility for this task have the proper
qualifications.

The review should be coordinated with review of the licensees' proposed EDG
'

performance monitoring scheme (Review Item C) to ensure that performance
monitoring is intended by the licensee to be a continuing process and to,

; ensure that management control mechanisms will allow this process to adapt
to the changing reliability needs of the EDG,

i

| The review should be coordinated with Review Items 0 and E (maintenance and
i failure analysis and root cause investigation) to ensure that qualified
j personnel will be assigned to handle t'=se responsibilities.
,

The review should be coordinated with review of problem closecut procedures
(Review Item F) to ensure that there are adequate procedures and management
controls for problem closeout..

The review should be coordinated with review of procedures for storing and
retrieving the data necessary for operation of the reliability program
(Review Item G) to ensure that management controls are adequate for the

i continued operation of this critical function, to ensure that all necessary
! or potentially necessary data have been considered as candidates for the' data base, and to ensure that qualified personnel will be charged with the

data input duty.
4

i
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!.1 INTRODUCTION

The major objective of this appendix is to sunnarize historical diesel
generator problems and to categorize these problems by subsystem and

While analyzing historical problems, useful data sources will becomponent.
identified and examples of how historical information can bt used to supple- ,

ment a reliability program will be provided. Although knowledge about the
a reliabilityEDG at one's own plant is essential in order to administer

program, a great deal can be learned by studying problems occurring at other
plants. EDG equipment failure data have been collected and studied
frequently, and all data collections and analyses have potential uses.

Historical diesel generator data give a good idea as to which subsystems and
which components are likely to cause the most diesel generator failures.
The list of critical components and subsystems varies between diesel
generators but can generally be predicted for each diesel generator
manufacturer. The list of problems that must be emphasized will be revised
as the plant's reliability program proceeds, but this appendix can provide a
useful starting point. Once the likely and potentially important problems
are identified, preventive maintenance and surveillance policies can be
focused. NUREG/CR-4590 and the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
(NPRDS) (see bibliography in Section 1.4) were chosen for this study. Other
references, such as vendor records and LERs, are suitable for similar
studies.

Section 1.2 examines historical diesel generator problems from several
.

perspectives. This section provides the user with a generic prioritization
J

list for critical components and subsystems. If plant-specific historical
information is not available, these lists can be used in setting up an EOG
reliability program. Section I.3 examines the interfaces between historical,

'

information and the review items of the EDG reliability program. Section
1.4 discusses the data sources used in this study.

I.2 HISTORIC EDG PROBLEMS

Two major sources were used to gain an understanding of what diesel
: generttor problems are occurring in the industry. NUREG/CR-4590 contains an

extensive data base of diesel generator failures that are categorized in
several ways. The NPRDS data storage system contains a large amount of raw
data that can be processed. Unfortunately, neither data source contains
adequate information to accurately estimate the number of demands on diesel
generators or groups of diesel generators, so no failure rate calculation
can be correlated to failure causes and modes. The data tables in this

appendix are arranged by' diesel manufacturer. Since the number of diesels
made by each manufacturer varies greatly, the actual number of diesel
failures for any manufacturer means little in itself and can be misleading
(for example, since there are more GM diesels than any other type, in most
cases the GM diesels have experienced more failures, even when that failure"

.

category is of relatively low importance to the overall performance of GM
diesel s) . No conclusions should be made as to the relative reliability

1
level of the various EDGs, but insights can be derived for identifying the
types of problems that can be expected to occur in the various types of

,

EDGs.

:
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I.2.1 Insiohts From NUREG/CR-4590 Data

The authors of NUREG/CR-4590 assembled a data base in order to study agingof diesel generators. The data base consists of 500 randomly selected
failuro records from each of the following sources:

Licensee Event Reports (LERs)-

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS)-

Nuclear Plant Experience (NPE)-

Transamerican Delavel, Inc. (TOI) Owners Group-

The randomly selected failures occurred between 1965 and 1984, but mostactually occurred in the later 1970's and 1980's. Relatively few plants
in service prior to 1975, and the data collection at those plantswere

was
Although failure causes were divided into those caused by aging andsparse.

those not caused by aging rather than being categorized by more conventional
severity and cause breakdowns, there were several breakdowns useful for this
study. The breakdowns by subsystem, component, and diesel generator
manufacturer provide some historical evidence as to the best areas for a
reliability program to focus.

Table I-l contains the failure data from NUREG/CR 4590 categorized bysubsystem and diesel manufacturer. The severity of failures cannot be
gleaned from the information sources, but since the four information sources
only contain catastrophic and significant noncatastrophic failures (by
varying definitions), the failures should illustrate the types of failures
that a reliability program should address.

Table I 2 provides an alternative display of the data from Table I-1. For
each manufacturer, the highest number of failures was ranked as 1, secondhighest was ranked as 2, etc. The few ties that occurred were rankedaccording to the analysts estimation of the severity associated with
failures in those subsystems. For each manufacturer, the ranking was
terminated at the level where there were too few failures to tell thedifference. The "overall rank" coiumn was obtained by ranking ti,e sums of
failures listed in Table I-1. Engineering insight can be gained from Table
1-2, but further discussion of the nature of component failures iswarranted. The following is a discussion of significant reliabilityinsights, by diesel generator subsystem, starting with the subsystem with
the most failures. The qualitative comments generally are based on the more
detailed breakdowns of component failures and subsystems found in NUREG/CR-
4590.

Instruments and Controls (I&C)

The number of reported !&C failures was clearly larger than any
other single type of failure. The I&C failures appear to be
about equally significant for each of the diesel generator manu-
facturers, which can be expected since the I&C system design
varies from plant to plant, but not much from manufacturer to
manufacturer. The reason for the large number of failures is the
catchall nature of this category. The governor subsystem domin-
ates the category, followed by startup related I&C. The sub-
system breakdown recommended for a diesel generator reliability

I-6
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TABLE I-1.

SUBSYSTEM FAILURES BY DIESEL GENERATOR MANUFACTURER

(NUREG/CR 4590 Data)

SUBSYSTni al&Q - AI&B GAI E 21 D1 MN D.1 E ICIAL
6

Engine Structure 2 0 0 12 13 55 3 11 3 100

Drive Train 3 0 0 10 5 18 2 11 0 51

Valve Mechanism 3 0 0 7 2- 1 2 3 0 18

Starting 3 0 1 16 95 40 7 15 6 197

Intake & Exhaust 10 0 0 10 31 41 0 17 1 113

Fuel 15 1 0 21 44 75 14 28 8 -215

Lubrication 11 2 0 23 41 33 7 6 4 131

Cooling 21 1 6 5 65 36 15 16 1 172

Generator 5 1 0 6 49 27 1 7 3 105

Switchgear 15 1 0 11 66 60 5 0 4 194 .

!&C 38 4 9 73 169 112 23 40 14 498

Structurni 2 0 1 0 1 5 0 1 0 9

Mech anic al 3 0 0 1 1 5 1 0 1 12

Electrical 8 0 0 11 53 16 11 4 3 112

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 3

Unrelated 1 0 0 0 11 2 2 2 0 31
,,

Noncoeponents 1 0 0 1 13 5 1 0 1 23

Total Number

of Failures 147 10 18 207 681 533 95 164 49 1986

Number of

Diesels in Service 18 3 5 11 84 49 6 31 4 213
,.

(1985)

Abbreviatiens

ALCO - ALCO

ALCB - Allis Chambers
CA7 - Caterpillar

Cooper BesomerCB -

Electro Motive Division of General Motors(v. -

Fairbanks HorseFM -

N30 - Nordbers
TDI - Transamerican Delavel. Inc.

WorthingtonWDR -

I-7
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TABLE I-2.

A RANKING * OF DIESEL GENERATOR

SUBS'ISTEM FAILURE OCCURRENCES

(NUREG/CR-4590 Data)

OVERALL

IDSYSTD1 ' al&Q M GAI El R$ Dj ERQ III _!;g RAn
Enstne Structure 5 11 4 7 8 10
Drive Train 9 10- 6 11
Valve Mechanisa 10

14

Startins 7 3 4 2 6 6 5 3 3

Intake & Exhaust 6 8 9 5 4 7

fuel 3 3 7 2 3 2 .1 2
Lubrication S 2 6 6 5 5 6
Cooling 2 2 12 4 7 2 3 $
Generator 9 11 6 9 8 7 9
Switchgear 4 7 3 3 7 4 4

16C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Structural
16

Mechanical
15

Electrical 8 6 $ 11 4 6 8

Hiscellaneous
17

Unrelated
12 12

Moncomponsnts
10 13

' Total Number

of Failures 147 10 16 207 661 $33 95 184 49 1986
in Data Base

|

I
|

|

[

*

This ranking is obtained from the information in Table I-1 and is based on
I

the number of f ailures shown for each manuf actueer and in the "Totel"
column.

1-8
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I

program (Table B-1) separates these failures from other I&C
because of the specific nature and reliability impact of these
failures.

Fuel Subsystem

The fuel subsystem experienced the second or third largest number
of failures for all the major manufacturers except for GM
diesels. The GM fuel subsystem showed the seventh largest number
of failures. In general, fuel syste . failures were dominated by
injection component failures (injectors, injector pumps, injector
nozzles) and by piping on the engine. GM diesels experienced
fewer injector failures (relative to other components) than any
other diesel generator. Injector reliability is closely related
to periodic preventive maintenance and inspections, as well as to
design.

Startina Subsystem

The diesel generator starting system consists of components made
by diesel generator manufacturers and plant contractors. The

system, as defined in NUREG/CR-4590, consists of the air start
mechanical components and their associated controls. The

dominant failures occur in the starting air valve, controls, and
starting motors. Catastrophic failure of starting motors results
in the most risk, since the diesel generator must be air started.
failures of the starting air valve and other controls are likely
to be recoverable in a short time, allowing for a manual start of
the diesel oenerator. Starting system failures are important for
each diesel generator, especially for GM. GM has experienced
failures of the starting motors somewhat more frequently than for
other iiesel generators. However, since no certain count is
availau e of how many EDGs use air start motors and how many
inject air directly to cylinders via a distributor instead of
using an air start motor, no specific conclusion can be made.
The major failure cause is attributed as "adverse environment:
dust, humidity, chemicals, etc."

lwitchaear Comoonents

Switchgear component failures are important for all types of

diesel generators. However, no trend or correlation to manu-
facturer is noted. This category is mainly comprised of breaker
and relay failures caused by poor manufacturing and construction.
Applicable reliability program activities include periodic
inspection (non-teardown) and cleaning and more specialized
condition monitoring such as ground detection and infrared
surveys.

Coolina Comoonents

Pump, heat exchanger, and piping failures each contribute about
equally to cooling system failures. Cooling system failures
comprise a significant part of the total number of failures for

1-9
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all but CB diesel generators, which have experienced very few
cooling failures of any type. FM diesel generator cooling
subsystems appeared somewhat better than average due to few pump
and heat exchanger problems. The following d generator
msnufacturers were noted to have specific problem.iesels:

ALC0 - Piping
TOI - Intercoolers
NBG Pumps-

Lubrication Components

The next most important diesel generator subsystem is lubrica-
tion. Lubricating oil system failures were dominated by pump and
heat exchanger failure, with filters, piping, and oil also
contributing significantly. Although lube oil systems are
specific to each diesel generator type, the variations across
manufacturers were small. CB exhibited a high occurrence of
filter problems, making lube oil the second most frequent source
of failures. FM had more failures attributed to oil content,
relative to the total number cf lubrication component failures.

Intake and Exhaust

Intake and exhaust failures are overwhelmingly dominated by the
turbocharger. A significant percentage of these failures appear
to be catastrophic, and the degraded and incipient failures often
require very long repair outages, making turbocharger an
important component. Turbocharger failure predominance does not
appear to vary greatly with diesel generator manufacturer, but
TDI experiences a little more than expected, and NBG has
experienced the lowest relative number of these failures. Turbo-
chargers are subjected to high stress levels in adverse environ-
ments and should be addressed in a reliability program.

Electrical Comoonents

Electrical components are important to most diesel generators;
but their construction is specific to each plant. NUREG/CR-4590
breaks components into switches, wiring, transformers, controls,
and others. Most failures fall into the "others" category, so no
pattern emerges.

Generator

The number of generator failures are fairly low, but significant,
for each of the major diesel generator manufacturers except for
GM. GM's generator and voltage regulator failures appear more
frequently than normal. Since GM doesn't manufacture these
components, the high occurrence rate may be coincidental.

1-10
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Enoine Structure

The engine structure subsystem consists of the base, block,
crankcase, main bearings, cylinder liners, and head, with the
most failures attributed to the crankcase. Engine structure
ranks higher in failure frequency for CB and FM than for other
manufacturers. CB failures were dominated by liners and FM
failures were dominated by the crankcase, liners, and bearings.
These problems probably are vendor specific. They will often be
catastrophic to the diesel generator mission and usually will be

expensive and time consuming to fix. Condition monitoring, such

as vibration and clearance measurements, and cylinder temperature
trending are a key to reducing these problems. These problems
often require engine overhauls to correct, so it is important to
predict them so that repairs can be done during a reactor outage.

The above-mentioned failures account for over 92 percent of diesel generator
failures in the NUREG/CR-4590 data base. The remaining subsystems, in order
of decreasing importance, are drive train, unrelated, noncomponents (mostly
human error), valve mechanisms, mechanical, structural, and miscellaneous.
These failures are' fairly rare, and there are insufficient data to make
significant observations.

The failures in the NUREG/CR-4590 data base can be tabulated by component
failures in a manner similar to that used for subsystem failures. Breaking
failures down into critical components provides additional information about
diesel generator failure characteristics. Table 1-3 contains the number of
failure records for each component and is backed up by Table I-4, which

provides a ranking of diesel failure occurrences by component. As expected,
the governor failure was dominant in NUREG/CR-4590. It was the leading

contributor to the total number of failures for each manufacturer. The

consistent governor failure rate is not surprising since, to the best of our
information, all EDG governors are made by the same manufacturer (Woodward).

Four out of the top eight components contributing to the number of diesel
generator failures fall under the general category of I&C. Relays in the

switchgear system show a large contribution, being the second
Since relay failures are generally complete and catas-largest contributor.

trophic rather than degraded or incipient, plants that experience switchgear
relay problems need to address them in a reliability program. Relays in

suchstandby systems tend to fail because of standby stress-related causes,
as corrosion, dust buildup, and other slow degradations. Surveillance tests
that allow more frequent operation of control relays would decrease the

time for undetected failures, and the increased number of cyclesexposure
would probably reduce sticking-type failures without significantly
increasing wearout. Unfortunately, most switchgear cannot be tested and
cycled during normal plant operation, so condition monitoring, especially
visual inspection, is often recommended. Other major I&C problems come from
starting control I&C, nonswitchgear relays, and sensors. The failure modes
and their corrections are similar to switchgear relays.

The next major contributor to problems is the turbocharger. More turbo-
charger failures tend to be degraded or incipient than catastrophic.

1-11
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. TABLE I-3.

DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES BY COMPONENTS

(NUREG/CR 4590 DATA)

CCMPONENT ALGQ ALQ] GAI fd RS- E ]Q2 121 Q M

Governor 19 0 4 15 66 33 4 14 4 159

Relays (switchgear) 6 0 1 6 44 24 3 0. 1 85

- Turbocharger 6 0 0 8 10 21 0 12 1 78

Sensors (!&C) 4 1 1 11 22 17 4 5 3 68

Puel Piping 2 0 0 14 7 22 3 9 1 58

Breakers 6 0 0 4 28 18 1 0 1 58

Starting Controls 2 0 3 3 30 9 3 1 0 $1

Relays (!&C) 1 0 1 2 19 12 3 3 3 64

Starting Airvalve 0 0 0 6 12 11 3 9 4 45

Starting Motors 3 0 0 2 33 7 0 1 0 46

Injector Pumps 1 0 1 5 1 17 4 11 5 O
Startup I&C 2 1 0 2 19 15 1 4 0 44

Overspeed Governor 3 1 0 11 11 8 1 2 1 38

.

Voltage Regulator 0 0 0 4 14 13 0 2 2 35

Alarms and Shutdowns 2 0 0 4 7 9 4 6 0 32

, Cooling System Piping 9 1 0 3 5 12 0 3 0 331

Cooling Heat Exchangers 2 0 0 1 22 3 4 0 0 32

Crankcase 0 0 0 0 4 21 0 4 0 29

Control Air 1&C 4 0 1 17 5 2 3 0 0 32

Lube Oil Beat Exchangers 4 2 0 4 12 6 0 0 1 29

Lube Oil Pumps 4 0 0 1 17 2 1 0 0 25

Generator 4 1 0 1 13 5 0 2 0 25

20TALS to 7 12 124 421 287 42 88 27 1092

f
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TABLE I 4.

CRITICAL COMPONENT RANKING * FOR EACH EDG MANUFACTURER

(NUREG/CR-4590 Data)

CmFT M M GI GA 2 52 D$ H2 I21 $8

(by overall rank)

1. Governor 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2

2. Relays (switchsear) 3 7 2 2 6

3. Turbocharger 4 6 4 4 2

4. Sensors (I&C) 6 4 7 7 2 7 4

3 17 3 7 4
5. Fuel Pipins

,

6. Breakers 5 10 6 6

7. Starting Controls 2 14 5 14 8 5

9 11 9 108. Relays (I&C)

9. Starting Airvalve 8 14 13 10 5 3

10. Starting Motors 11 3 17

11. Injector Pumps 9 8 3 3 1

12. Startup IEC 10 9 8

13. Overspeed Governor 12 5 16 16

14. Voltage Regulator 11 12 10

15. Alarma and Shutdowns 12 18 15 4 6

16. Coolins System Piping 2 15 19 12 11

8 20 517. Cooling Heat Exchangers

18. Crankcase 21 5 9

19. Control Air mC 7 1 20 11

20. Lube 011 Heat Exchangers 8 13 15 18

21. Lube oil Pumps 9 11

22. Generator 10 13 19 6

*The rank is derived .from Table I-3, and represents the rank by

manufacCurer of each component.
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However, turbocharger repairs tend to require taking the EDG out of service
for long periods. Any turbocharger repairs that cannot be scheduled during
an outage will significantly affect diesel generator reliability.

Table I-4 also ranks, in as detailed a manner as possible, the component
failure importances by diesel generator manufacturer. With a few notable
exceptions, they generally follow the same overall ranking. The noticeable
exceptions may be due in part to the random selection of failures that were
included in the NUREG/CR-4590 data base. A more detailed analysis would be
required to identify problems that are specific to diesel manufacturers, but
the generic order would provide a good starting point for prioritizing
reliability program activities.

1.2.2 Insichts From a Collection of NPRDS Data

NPRDS uses a different set of component and subsystem boundaries than
NUREG/CR-4590, so it is somewhat difficult to make direct comparisons
between the data sources. NPRDS failure records generally provide good
failure analysis and corrective action descriptions for failures of
mechanical components (governors, turbochargers, etc.) but contain
relatively poor electrical and electronic equipment failure analysis. The
differences in subsystem and component breakdown between NPRDS and other
sources, and the difference between individual EDG I&C, make it impossible
to do a generic study of I&C problems without reading and classifying each
failure report. However, with a specific plant problem, it has been proven
beneficial to use NPRDS to analyze I&C.

Recent NPRDS data support the previous conclusions about mechanical
components. Governor failures are important to each diesel generator
manufacturer (about 1 in 15 failures) ano are often catastrophic. Turbo-

| charger failures are important, more from their contribution to maintenance
outage than from frequent catastrophic engine failures. Many of the turbo-
charger maintenances require involved work that is performed during reactor
outages. However, catastrophic EDG failures due to turbocharger failures
are important and occur fairly often.

Table I-5 shows the distribution of diesel generator failures contained in
the NPRDS data base used for this study. The records were found
using the NPRDS SEEK function for the EDG air start, EDG fuel oil, EDG lube
oil, and EDG cooling subsystems, and the diesel-generator-related components
of the emergency power system. A usable data base of 2458 was created.

Unfortunately, the NPRDS data base does not contain enough information to
calculate an equipment online time or the number of demands, and thus
failure rates cannot be estimated. Additionally, the NPRDS data are also
influenced by a plant-specific interpretation of reporting requirements.
Failures must be classified by severity prior to entry into the NPRDS
system; only catastrophic and degraded failures are entered. The
classification by severity becomes judgmental. However, the sample is
believed to be large enough and random enough to identify any significant
problems or strengths of EDGs. No glaring differences in the major contri-
butors to diesel generator unreliability and unavailability were noted when
comparing NPRDS data to NUREG/CR-4590 data.

I-14
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TABLE I-5.
NPRDS-DERIVED EDG INSIGHTS

CATASTROFBIC DEGRADED *INCIFIENT TOTAL NUMBER

M FAILURES FAILURES FAILURES OF FAILURES

(EDG Itself, No Subsystem)
.

DO 121 .255 13 3J9
CB 33 106 10 149

.ALCO 13 16 1 32

FH 78 162 19 259
NORD 8 17 2 27

WORT 4 11 0 13

TDI 8 9 0 2
888

(Cooling Subsystan)

DC 21 39 0 60

CB 5 9 0 19
ALCO 0 5 0 5

FM 11 93 2 106
NORD 2 9 1 12

WORT C 0 0 0

TDI 1 8 1 J
207

(Air Start Subsystem)

DO 72 344 9 42$
CB 10 65 2 77
ALCO 6 10 1 17
FH 35 235 4 274
NORD 6 28 3 37
WORT 3 32 0 15
TDI 17 58 4 J

944
(Fuel 011 Subsystera)

DC 7 34 0 61
CB 1 2 0 3

ALCO 3 0 0 3

FN 6 35 0 41
NORD 1 3 0 4

WORT C 0 0 0

TDI i 1 0 2
114

(Lube oil subsystem)

DO 37, 98 9 144

CB 4 10 3 17

ALCO 18 14 0 32
1H 13 60 2 75
NORD 3 13 4 20
WORT 1 2 2 5

TDI 1 9 22 J
305

* Incipient Failures reports are not required to be submitted to NFRDS.
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Review of the data in Table I-5 provides several insights and rankings. In
the NPRDS category 'EDG, no subsystein," which generally consists of the
engine attached components, Cooper-Bessemer (CB) supplied engines showed a
disproportionately high number of NPRDS records as compared to the number of
diesels in service (11 percent of the NPRDS records are from C8 diesels, but
17 percent of the "no subsystem" records are from CB diesels). C8 engines
tend to be older than most engines, so there may be a set of age-induced,
or manufacturer-induced problems acting on these engines. The problems
predominantly have a severity indicated to be degraded, but the number of
catastrophic failures is also slightly high. A more detailed, failure-by-
failure analysis and categorization is necessary to identify specific
problems and could refute the above hypothesis concerning aging.

Continuing down Table I-5, Fairbanks-Morse EDGs have experienced a
disproportionately high number of degraded conditions in their cooling
systems when compared to the total number of NPRDS records submitted from
other types of EDGs. This tendency is not apparent in Table I-l or I-3, so
it may be a result of NPRDS reporting procedures. Another significant fact
apparent from Table I-5 is that 29 percent of all cooling subsystem failures
are classified as catastrophic. Most studies treat the cooling system as
ore unlikely to lead to catastrophic failure. Only engine failures, for
which 30 percent of failures are catastrophic, has a higher fraction of
catastrophic failures than the cooling subsystem. The air start, lube oil,
and fuel oil subsystems experienced 15 percent,'23 percent, and 17 percent
catastrophic failures, respectively.

Transamerican Delaval, Inc. (TDI) diesel generators tend to exhibit more air
start failures, as compared to the total number of failures, than expected.
It may be misleading to attribute this phenomenon to TDI, since much cf the
starting system is not specific to the EDG vendor. GM also has experienced
quite a few air start failures, as indicated in both Tables I-l and I-5.

The results of the NPRDS data breakdown are very similar to the results of
the NSAC-108 study, which was performed over the same period.

I.3 INTERFACES WITH OTHER EDG RELIABILITY REVIEW ITEMS

The collection and use of EDG failure information can be of significant use
in developing an EDG reliability program. Operating experience should be
drawn upon whenever possible. Surveillance needs, performance monitoring,
and maintenance aspects would all benefit from operational feedback. In
addition, the data collection system should provide a means to access
offsite relatable experie.nce.

Generic information on diesel generator failures is also important for
failure analyses and root cause investigations. Generic information is most
useful when the analysis of a specific failure has begun, the nature of the
problem is generally understood, and it has been determined that root cause
analysis is needed. Information on the nature of problems, and their
solutions, is generally obtainable from LER and NPRDS descriptions. How-
ever, detailed information on the root cause (or potential root causes) is
often more difficult to find. Historical diesel data are most useful for
initial searches for (1) how frequently a given problem or problem type has

1-16
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occurred and (2) who (meaning utility, vendor, etc.) has had similar prob-
lem(s). The problem frequency is useful in prioritizing the root cause
efforts and the identification of who has had similar problems gives an
idea of who to contact for specific relevant experience.

However, extracting plant, or machine, specific conclusions should not be
made from the condensed data bases provided in this appendix. The various
limitations have been noted above.

I.4 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DATA BIBLIOGRAPHY (with comments)

1. NUREG/CR-4557, "A Review of Issues Related to Improving Nuclear
Power Plant Diesel Generator Reliability," J. Higgins, C.
Czajkowski, A. Tingle, Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL-NUREG-
51969, April 1986.

The data and recommendations of utility responses to Generic
Letter 84-15 and the recommendations for DG reliability by other

; groups (EPRI, vendors, NRC, etc.) are summarized and analyzed in
| this NUREG/CR. The document is not a reliability data analysis
I

but does contain a large amount of information on views and
concerns about diesel reliability.

2. NUREG/CR-4590, Vol. 1, "Aging of Nuclear Station Diesel
Generators: Evaluation of Operating and Expert Experience,"
K. Hoopingarner et al., Pacific Northwest Laboratories, PNL-5832,
August 1987.

This NUREG/CR contains a very large and elaborate diesel failure
data base, with failures broken down by subsystem, component,
diesel manufacturer, and various aging parameters. Any study of
aging is important, but is beyond the scope of this task, so the
aging parameters were not used. An engineer administering a
diesel reliability program would find this a good general
reference as to the nature of other plant problems, but it does
not contain specific failure and root cause information.

3. NUREG/CR-2989, "Reliability of Emergency AC Power System at
Nuclear Power Plants," R. Battle and D. Campbell, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, ORNL/lM-8545, July 1983.

This report contains the results of a reliability analysis of the
onsite ac power system. It uses the results of a separate
analysis of offsite power systems to calculate the expected
frequency of station blackout. Included is a design and operating
experience review and onsite power system models.

4. NSAC-108, "The Reliability of Emergency Diesel Generators at U.S.
Nuclear Power Pl ant s , " H. Wyckoff, Electric Power Research
Institute, September 1985.

This report describes the EPRI effort toward organizing,
investigating, and compiling a realistic data base of EDG
success / failure experience for the years 1983, 1984, and 1985.
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EPRI chose not to count easily recoverable failures as a failure
to start. The strength of the study is the concentrated effort to
make the survey comprehensive, and to report the experience of all
utilities in a rigorously consistent manner.

5. Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS), Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (INP0).

The NPRDS data for diesel failures between 1984 and the present
(Spring, 1987) have been collected. The data will be used to
augment the analysis of the NUREG/CR-4590 data base. Nearly c.500
NPRDS failure reports were used for this study and could be Jsed
for general insights into failures (e.g., by manufacturer, compo-
nent, and subsystem) or for specific examples of diesel failures,

i
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